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Overview
There are several ways to get fresh vegetables in Vienna. Renting a 20 - 80 m2 garden plot and
collaborating in a vegetable garden is one such option. Vegetable plots in Vienna are provided by
various parties, such as the City of Vienna, “Selbsternte” (self-harvest), or the Central Association
of Kleingärtner. In these rented garden spaces, tenants assume the care and harvest of a preexisting plot, and are supported with expert advice, assistance, and equipment, depending on the
location and provider. Every plot is farmed organically with annually rotated vegetables, and some
also cultivate less common varieties. Because vegetable plot gardening does not yet have a
common name, connecting gardeners with garden providers is difficult. Regardless, the demand
for plots is so high that some providers are fully booked before the season begins before there is
a chance to spread the word.
For those who are more interested in building communal relationships than growing their own
vegetables, there are opportunities to participate in a range of community gardens - working
together with people of different backgrounds and generations to create green spaces. In part,
these projects are carried out by the Vienna Parks and Gardens (MA 42), Gebietsbetreuungen
Stadterneuerung (Urban Renewal Office), and other organizations.
Even without the coordination of the Urban Renewal Office, people still find ways to grow
and harvest fresh produce in Vienna. Examples include “Fruit in Public Spaces”, in which
public

areas

are

cultivated

and

harvested

independently.

The

initiative

Meine.Deine.Gartenzeit (mine.your.garden time) connects people who want to share their
gardening happiness. Those who only want to help selectively, can participate in
“Community Made Agriculture” or work on a farm for food and lodging – Vienna offers
these opportunities too.
For city dwellers, there are even more ways to get fresh green produce. On one hand are
the Vienna Grocery Markets, as well as farms, which offer fresh vegetables from Monday
to Saturday. On the other hand, many organic farms offer fully-stocked "Bio-Kistl" (organic
farm share boxes) that can be sent directly to your home every week. If you are looking
for a direct link to Austrias organic farms, the quickest way is at biomaps.at.
The model of community supported agriculture offers the possibility to be supplied with
vegetables for one season by the market garden for a membership fee, either by means
of a ready-packed box or by freely taking vegetables from a provided assortment. In Food
Cooperatives, members can self-organize to buy vegetables directly from local producers.
The organization of a food coop is determined by its members and can therefore look
different. MILA, Austria’s first participatory supermarket is currently being set up in Vienna.
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Introduction
Gardening in the city is booming: more and more Viennese want to plant, cultivate, and
harvest their own vegetables and consume fresh food, whether in rented garden plots,
community gardens, or simply on an open spot of land.
This trend can be observed across Europe, and the City of Vienna is supporting the
movement by offering consultation and organizational assistance. In 2016, the city
extended its support of the "Garteln in Wien” (Gardening in Vienna) project, a service and
information center for gardening and the provision of local vegetables, located at Bio
Forschung Austria.
The hope is to supply the city population with fresh vegetables directly from community
gardens in their district, and this plan is laid out in the following “red-green” government
agreement (an agreement between the Social Democratic Party of Austria and the Green
Alternative Party):

Neighborhood gardens will be supported - gardening together promotes social
relationships and neighborhood connections within the districts. The aim is to install a
community garden in each district. Cooperation in this area should also be found with
schools, with the aim of establishing school gardens in each district (in cooperation with
the Administrative Office for Education, Integration, Youth, and Human Resources
(Geschäftsgruppe Bildung)).

Self-harvest fields give the citizens the opportunity to grow their own organic vegetables.
The offer should be extended to private cooperation partners (other farmers with suitable
land) in various regions of Vienna.

© Bio Forschung Austria
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Municipal, semi-public, and Private Organizations

Gardening in the city is booming: more and more Viennese want to plant, cultivate, and
harvest their own vegetables and consume fresh food, whether in rented garden plots,
community gardens, or simply on an open spot of land.
”Garteln in Wien” (Gardening in Vienna) has been set up by the city at Bio Forschung
Austria as a new coordination and support center: city dwellers can learn where to grow
their own food in Vienna, and where they can find fresh, locally-farmed produce.
Various departments of the city lease land to provide horticultural opportunities for city
dwellers that do not own a private garden. Some examples include MA 49 – Forestry Office
and Urban Agriculture, which provide garden plots and some community gardens, and the
MA 28 – Road Administration and City Construction, which provides green spaces along
the street for the “Gardening Around the Corner” (Garteln ums Eck) program. The MA 42
– Vienna Parks and Gardens sponsor a community garden in every district, lease parking
spaces for community gardens, and also provide free assistance in answering questions
about plants.
In most districts, people in Vienna can contact the Gebietsbetreuungen Stadterneuerung
(Urban Renewal Office) or the Lokale Agenda 21 Wien for help in implementing their own
ideas for additional urban green spaces. In cooperation with the districts and the Vienna
Parks and Gardens (MA 42), these offices help make public spaces greener. In
implementing neighborhood gardens in municipal housing blocks, Wohnpartner Wien is
available with advice and assistance. The Gartenpolyog Association supports the
construction of community gardens and assists both new and existing garden groups with
expertise in organization, group dynamics, and horticulture. The association also
contributes to the promotion and networking of community gardens. As an authority on
green buildings, the GrünStattGrau Research and Innovation GmbH is also at your disposal.
The Umweltberatung (Environmental Council) offers information and extensive visual
material, such as brochures and posters, on a variety of ecologically relevant themes. One
of their priorities is sustainable horticulture.
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Bio Forschung Austria (Institute for Organic Research Austria)
Bio Forschung Austria is a non-university, non-profit research institute supported by the
Forestry and Urban Agriculture Office of the City of Vienna (MA 49). The institute has taken
an interdisciplinary approach to organic farming since 1979, and one of its basic principles
is the use of its research in dialogue with organic farmers.
Fields of Research and Action:
•

Soil as the basis of food production

•

Site-specific organic varieties & crop rotation

•

Preventative plant protection and natural pest regulation

•

Climate and nature conservation in organic farming

•

Educational work for rural and urban target groups

•

Sustainable food provision for community consumption

•

Organic agriculture and horticulture with social benefits

More information about the institute, current research projects, events, and educational
offers can be found at bioforschung.at.
Garteln in Wien (Gardening in Vienna)
On May 30, 2016, the scope of organic research in Austria was expanded to include the
service and information center for “gardening and the provision of local vegetables.”
“Garteln in Wien” (Gardening in Vienna) is a coordination and support center set up by the
city: city dwellers can learn where to grow their own food in Vienna, and also where they
can find fresh, locally-farmed produce for purchase. The center offers guidance in
establishing garden initiatives, such as first steps, legal forms, costs, points of contact,
land, etc.
Another main focus of Bio Forschung Austria is teaching others how to garden: during the
garden season, “Days of the Open Garden Door” are offered, as well as courses for
beginners and experts, such as “Organic Gardening in Community”. There are also
educational offers and workshops for children and youth.
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Bio Forschung Austria – Garteln in Wien
•

Address: Esslinger Hauptstr 132-134, 1220 Wien

•

Contacts:

•

o

Mag. Katharina Roth, BEd

o

Daniela Lehner, MSc

o

Ing. Christophorus Ableidinger

o

Katharina Sandler, MSc

Contact Information:
o

Email: gartenln-in-wien@bioforschung.at

o

Web: www.garteln-in-wien.at

o

Web: www.bioforschung.at

o

Tel.: 01/ 4000 – 49 160
Tue & Thu 10 – 12 am

© Ludwig Schedl

© Bio Forschung Austria
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The Vienna Parks and Gardens (MA 42)
The Vienna Parks and Gardens are currently sponsoring a community garden in every
district as part of a one-time payment. In order to receive this grant, the following
requirements must be fulfilled: (1) the community garden must be organized as an
association, (2) the approval of the district authority must be obtained, and (3) a valid
contract must be completed with the landowner. With the verification of these
requirements, the sponsor can request a grant as a community garden association. If the
request is approved, the association has one year to establish its garden to be eligible for
a maximum € 3,600 refund. Community gardens can both be built or improved with this
grant funding, and these funding options are currently available in 4 districts.
Plant protection and gardening advice:
The staff of the Plant Protection Department advise on the following topics:
•

Diseases and pests on plants inside and in the garden

•

Current harmful organisms

•

Organic crop protection

•

General garden questions:

•

Creating a compost heap

•

Cutting fruit trees

•

Propagation, cultivation and breeding of vegetables, perennials and summer flowers

•

Current plant protection work in the Vienna parks

•

Informative events of the Vienna City Gardens (video presentations, lectures, etc.)

The Vienna Parks and Gardens (MA 42)
•

Address: Johannesgasse 35, 1030 Wien

•

Funding of community gardens: since January 2010
(actually only available in 1., 4. and 13. District)

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: post@wien.gv.at

o

Web: www.park.wien.at

o

https://www.wien.gv.at/amtshelfer/umwelt/stadtgaerten/begruenung/nachbarschaftsgarten.h
tml

o

Tel.: 01/ 4000 – 42040

Consultation
•

By telephone:
o

Consultations are accepted at the following times:
Monday to Friday, 7.30 - 15.30

o
•

Tel.: 01/ 4000 42483

In person:
o

only after telephone registration

o

Telephone: +43 1 4000-42483

o

20., Dresdner Straße 81-85, Stiege 2, 6. Stock
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© MA 42

Gebietsbetreuungen Stadterneuerung (Urban Renewal Office)
We are the Urban Renewal Office (Gebietsbetreuungen Stadterneuerung)
Vienna has practiced “soft urban renewal” since the 1970s, carefully renovating and
upgrading districts by involving city residents. This approach aims is to create affordable
housing and increase the quality of life.
The “Gebietsbetreuungen Stadterneuerung“ (GB*) has maintained this method reliably for
over 40 years. As a service center of Vienna, the GB offers a wide range of free services,
including guidance, information, and project work at the district level.
Currently, the GB* has five locations. They are an active hub in the region, and can answer
questions about city residence, living environments, and living together in district
communities. All contact details can be found here.
Green Communities
Urban green spaces make the city livable and fulfill important ecological functions. The GB
helps implement your ideas in making the city greener. City residents can plant in
Baumscheiben (curb spaces) and other small free plots in their district, or they can become
community gardeners. In cooperation with the districts and Vienna Parks and Gardens (MA
42), the GB helps make public spaces more green.
Useful Links:
http://www.gbstern.at/garteln - All about the GB and urban gardening
http://besserleben.gbstern.at - Overview of all GB green space activities and projects
www.gbstern.at/themen-projekte/projektkarte/ – map with all gardening projects supported by
the GB*
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Contact the GB*
Gebietsbetreuung Stadterneuerung

GB*center

GB*south

GB*north

1, 2, 7, 8, 9 and 2

6, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 23

21 and 22

2., Max-Winter-Platz 23

15., Sechshauser Straße 23

21., Matthäus-Jiszda-

T: (+43 1) 214 39 04

T: (+43 1) 893 66 57

Straße 3/4/R1

F: (+43 1) 214 39 04-11

F: (+43 1) 893 66 57-11

T: (+43 1) 270 60 43

mitte@gbstern.at

sued@gbstern.at

F: (+43 1) 270 60 43-11
nord@gbstern.at

Open hours:

Open hours:

MO, TU, WED, FR 14 - 18

MO, TU, WED, FR 14 - 18

Open hours:

TH 9 - 18

TH 9 - 18

MO, TU, WED, FR 14 - 18

GB*east

GB*west

3, 4, 5, 10 and 11

16, 17, 18 and 19

10., Quellenstraße 149

16., Haberlgasse 76

T: (+43 1) 602 31 38

T: (+43 1) 406 41 54

F: (+43 1) 602 31 38-11

F: (+43 1) 406 41 54-11

ost@gbstern.at

west@gbstern.at

Open hours:

Open hours:

MO, TU, WED, FR 14 - 18

MO, TU, WED, FR 14 - 18

TH 9 – 18

TH 9 - 18

TH 9 - 18

© MA 25
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Wohnpartner Wien
Do you want to beautify your community building with flower beds, or grow vegetables
with your neighbors? Wohnpartner Wien is available for all questions regarding gardens in
public housing. Every garden project is different, and Wohnpartner Wien offers individual
assistance, tuned to the size and scope of a project. From initial ideas, to cost and funding
options, to the finished garden, Wohnpartner teams are available for advice and assistance.
Contact us, and learn about:
•

General conditions, prerequisites, and approval procedures

•

Assistance with channels of communication

•

Assistance with organizational requirements

•

Conducting informative events on site

•

Existing garden projects in which Wohnpartner was/is involved

•

Questions on acquiring grants and donations

•

Advice and assistance on holding meetings and celebrations

•

Horticultural questions (workshops, garden afternoons, etc.)

•

Assistance in group dynamics

•

Conflict prevention: assistance, from conflict resolution to mediation

Since 2011, Wohnpartner Wien has offered public housing residents the opportunity to
start their own garden beds. It supports ambitious gardeners as well as beginners, from
first steps to flourishing gardens and vegetable beds. There are several different ways to
garden, including flower beds, mobile beds, and community gardens.

Links:
https://www.wohnpartner-wien.at/zusammenleben/gaerten-garteln/
https://www.wohnpartner-wien.at/ueber-uns/kontakt/
https://wohnpartner-wien.at/ueber-uns/wo-sie-uns-antreffen - map with mobile beds

© Stefan Zamisch/Wohnpartner

© Agenda 21
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Lokale Agenda 21 (Local Agenda 21)
Lokale Agenda 21 (Local Agenda 21) follows the principle of sustainable urban
development. It offers city residents many different opportunities to shape their
neighborhoods and districts, and gives them a say in changes large and small. The key
members of Lokale Agenda 21 are dedicated citizens, district politicians, and the agenda
office, which provides advice and support. The goal is to develop and implement projects
together in dialogue to build a better quality of life.
For residents of Vienna that want to become active in community gardens, local food
distribution, or other projects, Lokale Agenda 21 can help with networking, project
development, and organizational matters, such as finding suitable land, getting permits,
etc.
Lokale Agenda 21 is currently operating in ten districts of Vienna:
Innere Stadt
Landstraße
Wieden
Margareten
Neubau
Josefstadt
Alsergrund
Favoriten
Währing
Donaustadt
Liesing
http://www.la21wien.at/

© LA 21
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DIE UMWELTBERATUNG Wien (Eco Counseling Vienna)
“DIE UMWELTBERATUNG” (Eco Counseling Vienna) is the primary center for ecological
living and industry in Vienna, with information on topics from garbage to grasshoppers. In
addition to gardening tips for the green thumb, “DIE UMWELTBERATUNG” environmental
consultants instruct on gardening with organic methods, like how to stop garden pests, or
help bees and other pollinators thrive. Other topics include organic plant protection and
the selection of plants for gardens and small urban spaces, like a window box or a green
facade. They also give practical tips on compost and mulch, as well as information for
vegetable bed gardening, like organic seeds, plant mixes, and producing a rich harvest.
They have recipes on preserving and cooking with herbs and fruits as well.
“DIE UMWELTBERATUNG” environmental consultants provide one-on-one advice on their
hotline: 01 803 32 32. Their website has comprehensive information and brochures, as
well as sources for organic gardening products: www.umweltberatung.at
The “biologisch GÄRTNERN” (organic gardening) seal of quality identifies plant protection
products, fertilizers, and substrates that meet organic criteria. These can be found in the
“biologisch GÄRTNERN" product database: biologisch-gaertnern.at

DIE UMWELTBERATUNG
•

Address: Buchengasse 77/4 1100 Wien
Due to the Corona Pandemic no personal
consultation at present!

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: service@umweltberatung.at

o

Web: www.umweltberatung.at

o

Tel.: 01 803 32 32

© Monika Kupka - DIE UMWELTBERATUNG
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Gartenpolylog
The Gartenpolylog Association was founded in 2007 with the goal of popularizing communal
gardening in Austria, implementing community gardens, and creating a network across
Austria. Gartenpolylog works in three core areas:
Community Gardens

For the Gartenpolylog team, urban gardens are part of a social change. Its aim is to
promote the idea of community gardens in Austria, and assist in their implementation. In
Vienna, private clients, self-organized groups, and various city institutions construct
community gardens together. Gartenpolylog helps these new garden groups with
horticultural knowledge and organization during their first month.
Education

Community gardens are seen as diverse spaces for learning and action, which meet people
where they are. Gartenpolylog aims to turn the possibility of communal gardening into a
reality by offering courses on topics such as gardening techniques, compost, organization,
and group dynamics, as well as excursions to various gardens. Its courses and consultation
help provide a structure for research projects and partner collaboration, which promote
learning in the community garden environment.
Network

Community garden initiatives are numerous and diverse. Gartenpolylog provides easy
access to these initiatives and provides networking opportunities with an interactive garden
map, networking meetings, a newsletter, and an annual network conference. More
information can be found on their homepage: https://gartenpolylog.org/en
Events: https://gartenpolylog.org/en/events
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GrünStattGrau Research and Innovation GmbH
GrünStattGrau is: the holistic center for green development.

Making buildings green often sounds more complicated than it really is. As an authority
center for green development, we are concerned with bringing people together to advance
innovation and transformation. With the support of our network partners in business,
science, and management, we would like to help you implement greenery in your interior,
roof, or facade.
GrünStattGrau provides: know-how, tools, and infrastructure.

GrünStattGrau has the character of a laboratory, with expert advice, opportunities for
collaboration in R&D, and exclusive service offers, as well as easy access to partners and
infrastructure like online platforms, mobile test tracks, and other experimental spaces.
GrünStattGrau has: a comprehensive network of supporters.

With its partners in business, science, and management, and with growing collaboration in the
cities of Vienna, Graz, St. Pölten, Linz, and Feldkirch — GrünStattGrau acts as Austria's
ambassador for green development.
GrünStattGrau wants: to bring people together to drive implementation by sharing expertise.

As a promoter of innovation, GrünStattGrau pushes holistic strategies for climate change
adaptation through green urban development in Europe.

GrünStattGrau is 100% owned by the non-profit Verband für Bauwerksbegrünung Österreich
(Association for Green Urban Development, Austria).
GrünStattGrau Research and Innovation-GmbH
•

Address: Favoritenstraße 50, 1040 Wien

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: office@gruenstattgrau.at

o

Web: https://gruenstattgrau.at/en/

o

Tel.: 0650 634 96 31

© GrünStattGrau
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Gardening
In Vienna, there are many possibilities for people without private gardens, and renting a
20 – 80 m2 Gemüsepachtparzelle (vegetable plot) from an agricultural business is one of
them. Tenants are chosen each gardening season, and are supported with expert advice,
assistance, and equipment, depending on the location and provider. Every plot is farmed
organically.
For those who are more interested in building communal relationships than growing their
own vegetables, there are opportunities to participate in a range of community gardens,
to work together with people of different backgrounds and generations to create green
spaces. In part, these projects are carried out by the Gebietsbetreuungen Stadterneuerung
(Urban Renewal Office), Agenda 21, Gartenpolylog, and other organizations.

Those who want to contribute to improving the living environment can do so by sponsoring
small green spaces (up to 50 m2) with the “Gardening Around the Corner” (Garteln ums
Eck) program. In addition, there are creative garden initiatives in public places, which use
vertical surfaces or home-made planters for gardening, as well as initiatives just for
children.
Even without the coordination of the Urban Renewal Office, people still find ways to grow
and harvest fresh produce in Vienna. Examples include “Fruit in Public Spaces”, in which
public

areas

are

cultivated

and

harvested

independently.

The

initiative

Meine.Deine.Gartenzeit (mine.your.garden time) connects people who want to share their
gardening happiness.
Those who only want to help selectively (and leave the rest to the professionals), can
participate in “Community Made Agriculture” or work on a farm for food and lodging –
Vienna offers these opportunities too.
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Gemüse-Pachtparzellen (Vegetable Plots for Rent)
For people, who want to only eat vegetables they grew themselves during the summer
season, renting a 20 – 80 m2 Gemüsepachtparzelle (vegetable plot) from an agricultural
business is a good option. Vegetable plots in Vienna are provided by various parties, such
as the City of Vienna, “Selbsternte” (self-harvest), or the Central Association of
Kleingärtner, all using the same basic concept. Tenants pay an annual fee for a prepared
vegetable plot with seeds and seedlings. In May the tenents take over and from that
point on, they care for and harvest their plots on their own. Dependant upon the location
and provider, they are supported with expert advice, assistance, and equipment. When
the season ends in late October, the plots are returned. At these plots, certified organic
farming is required of both the land-suppliers and the tenants. Because vegetable plot
gardening does not yet have a common name, connecting gardeners with garden
providers is difficult. Regardless, the demand for plots is so high that some providers are
fully booked before the season begins, before there is a chance to spread the word.

© Bio Forschung Austria
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10th district
Selbsternte Favoriten/Unterlaa on Kirchenacker
•

Address: Klederingerstraße towards Johanneskapelle in Unterlaa, 1100 Wien

•

Sponsoring Organization: Christine Taschner – Markus Sandbichler GesbR Biologische
Landwirtschaft

•

Size and Price:
o

Area Plot (latin: Bed), 20 m²: € 119, -

o

Hortus Plot (latin: Garden), 32 m²: € 159, -

o

Campus Plot (latin: Field), 44 m²: € 209, -

Each respective plot size can be doubled with the additional "Extensio" Package. The seasonal price
for the second plot is 20% off.
•

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Soil cultivation (shredding, plowing, harrowing) & fertilizing

o

Planting and seeding

•

Harvest/Use Time: Beginning of May until October 26 – weather dependent

•

Cultivated Varieties: peas, green and yellow bush beans, black beans, red beets, yellow beets,
chard, spinach, carrots, parsnips, parsley, celery, cucumber, zucchini, squash, radishes, kohlrabi,
dill, onions

•

The garden reserves the right to smaller construction-related changes, as well as the following
space per plot type for seeding or planting additional crops: 6,5 m² (Area), 10,4 m² (Hortus), and
14,3 m² (Campus)

•

•

Events, offers, and other info:
o

Info-nights and meetings

o

Seedlings for individual part of the plots

o

Nearby playground and rest area with benches

Contact Information:
o

E-Mail: office@kirchenacker.at

o

Web: www.kirchenacker.at

o

Tel: (+43) 0664 4324327

o

FB: www.facebook.com/kirchenacker/

Pflückgarten Haschahof
•

Address: Liesingbachstraße 211, 1100 Wien

•

Sponsoring Organization: DI Rudolf HASCHA

•

Size and Price:
o

•

Ca. 45 m2: € 214,-

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Planting and seeding

o

Tilling

o

Fertilizing

o

Irrigation

o

Provision of various tools

•

Harvest/Use Time: May – October

•

Cultivated Varieties: potatoes, carrots, onions, red beets, lettuce, leeks, yellow beets, chard,
cucumber, squash, zucchini, green beans, radishes, leaf parsley, tomatoes, chard, peppers

•

•

Events, offers, and other info:
o

Playground

o

Farmer’s market

Contact Information:
o

E-Mail: abhof@haschahof.at

o

Web: www.haschahof.at

o

Tel: +43-664-88 44 54 39
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11th district
Ackerhelden Bio-Mietgarten Simmering (“Field heros organic rent-a-garden”)
•

Adress: Kaiserebersdorferstraße in front of Schloss Neugebäude, 1110 Vienna

•

Sponsoring Organization: Ackerhelden GmbH

•

Size and Price:
o

•

40 m2 (2 x 20 m): € 229,-

Responsibility oft he provider:
o

Planting of over 150 organic seedlings

o

Comprehensive consultation on site, by telephone and e-mail

o

Gardening tools and irrigation water on site

•

Harvest/ Use Time: (at the earliest) 1st of May through 30th of November 2020

•

Cultivated Varieties: squach, zucchini, potatos, different variations of onion, kohlrabi,
reed beets, variety of lettuce, parcely, eatable flowers, chard, spinach, cabbage…

•

Contact information:
o

Email: info@ackerhelden.at

o

Web: https://www.ackerhelden.at/garten-mieten/wien-11-bezirk/

o

Tel: (+43) 1 934 67 88

13th district
Self-Harvest Hietzing, Angermayergasse
•

Address: Angermayergasse 3, 1130 Wien

•

Sponsoring Organization: natürlich & wild – Renate Weber KG

•

Size and Price:

•

o

31 m² € 212,-

o

45 m² € 282,-

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Soil cultivation (shredding, plowing, harrowing) & fertilizing

o

Planting and seeding

•

Harvest/Use Time: End of April/beginning of May until the end of October – weather dependent

•

Cultivated Varieties: salad tomatoes, cocktail tomatoes, green and yellow peppers, green and
yellow bush beans, spinach, dill, 2 kinds of cucumber, 2 kinds of squash, green and yellow zucchini,
garden peas, sugar peas, chard, root and leaf parsley, carrots, red and yellow onions, red beets,
parsnips, 2 kinds of radishes, green and red lettuce, kohlrabi, Indian corn, flowers

•

•

Events:
o

Plant sale directly o the field

o

Tools for rent

o

E-Mails with actual care instructions for the plots

Contact Information:
o

e-Mail: selbsternte@natuerlichwild.at

o

Web: http://.natuerlichwild.at/selbsternte-wien-hietzing-angermayergasse/

o

Tel: (+43) 699 108 87 205
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Self-Harvest Hietzing, Trazerberggasse
•

Address: Trazerberggasse 55, 1130 Wien, am Fuß des Roten Berges, Zugang Ecke
Trazerberggasse/Meytensgasse

•

Sponsoring Organization: natürlich & wild – Renate Weber KG

•

Size and Price:

•

o

40 m²: € 216,-

o

60 m²: € 290,-

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Planting and seeding

o

Irrigation

•

Harvest/Use Time: End of April/beginning of May until the end of October – weather dependent

•

Cultivated Varieties: salad tomatoes, cocktail tomatoes, green and yellow peppers, green and
yellow bush beans, spinach, dill, 2 kinds of cucumber, 2 kinds of squash, green and yellow zucchini,
garden peas, sugar peas, chard, root and leaf parsley, carrots, red and yellow onions, red beets,
parsnips, 2 kinds of radishes, green and red lettuce, kohlrabi, Indian corn, flowers

•

•

Events, offers, and other info:
o

Plant sale directly o the field

o

Tools for rent

o

E-Mails with actual care instructions for the plots

Contact Information:
o

e-Mail: selbsternte@natuerlichwild.at

o

Web: natuerlichwild.at

o

Tel: (+43) 699 108 87 205

21st district
Öko-Erntelandparzellen of the ZV Kleingärtner
•

Address: Lavantgasse – Gerasdorferstraße, 1210 Wien

•

Sponsoring Organization: Zentralverband der Kleingärtner Österreichs

•

Size and Price:

•

70 m² Vegetable Plot - € 115,-

•

115 m² Combo-Plot (70 m2 vegetables, 20 m2 free, permanent berry bushes and herbs) - € 200,-

•

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Planting and seeding

o

Irrigation in very hot weather

o

Provision of various tools

o

Community huts and toilets

•

Harvest/Use Time: Gardening season

•

Cultivated Varieties: tomatoes, hot chili peppers, peppers, melons/squash, zucchini, potatoes,
kale, Brussels sprouts, knob celery, white cabbage, red cabbage, garden leeks, cauliflower, broccoli,
kohlrabi, green lettuce, bush beans, red beets, chard, dill, parsnip, salsify, onions (several
varieties), carrots, parsley

•

•

Events, offers, and other info:
o

Permanent berry bushes and herbs are available

o

Tips and tricks by experts on site

Contact Information:
o

www.kleingaertner.at/service/okoernteland.htm
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Self Harvest Vienna – Floridsdorf
•

Adress 1: Donaufelder Straße next to house number 80 (green fence gate), 1220 Vienna
Conventional agriculture was practiced at this location until 2018, since 2019 it has been used for
organic farming (“conversion phase up to and including 2020”).

•
•

Adresse 2: Corner of Satzingerweg/Hassingergasse, 1210 Vienna
Adresse 3: Corner of Steinamangergasse and Ödenburgerstraße, 1210 Vienna

•

Sponsoring Organization: Manfred Radl jun. Biohof-Radl in 1220 Vienna-Hirschstetten

•

Size and Price 2021:
o

40 m²: € 200,-

o

80 m²: € 360,-

•

Responsibilities of the provider: soil cultivation in the fall and spring, seeding and irrigation

•

Harvest/ Use Timet: Appr. Early May through early November (dates are announced seperately)

•

Cultivated Varieties: beans, broccoli, dill, Iceberg lettuce, peas, carrots, kohlrabi, cabbage, corn,
chard, parsley, radishes, red beets, lettuce, onions. It is possible to order additional plants
(tomatos, sweet pepper, chili peppers, etc.)

•

Contact:
o

E-Mail: info@biohof-radl.at

o

Web: wwww.biohof-radl.at

o

Tel: 0699 115164061

Ackerhelden Mietgarten Floridsdorf (“Field heros rent-a-garden”)
•

Adress: Corner of Jedlersdorfer Straße and Hanreitergasse, 1210 Vienna

•

Sponsoring Organization: Ackerhelden GmbH

•

Size and Price:
o

•

40 m2 (2 x 20 m): € 229,-

Responsibility oft he provider:
o

Planting of over 150 organic seedlings

o

Comprehensive consultation on site, by telephone and e-mail

o

Gardening tools and irrigation water on site

•

Harvest/ Use Time: (at the earliest) 1st of May through 30th of November 2020

•

Cultivated Varieties: squach, zucchini, potatos, different variations of onion, kohlrabi, reed beets,
variety of lettuce, parcely, eatable flowers, chard, spinach, cabbage…

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: info@ackerhelden.at

o

Web: ackerhelden.at/garten-mieten/wien-21-bezirk/

o

Tel: (+43) 1 934 67 88
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22nd district
Garden Plots in the City of Vienna
•

Closed in 2020 because of CoVid 19

•

Address: close to Esslinger Hauptstraße 134, 1220 Wien

•

Sponsoring Organization:

•

•

o

Administration: Forestry Office and Urban Agriculture (MA 49);

o

Maintenance of arable land: Bio-Zentrum Lobau

Size and Price:
o

40 m2 € 95,-

o

80 m²: € 190,-

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Planting and seeding

o

Irrigation

o

Water tanks for additional watering

•

Harvest/Use Time: beginning of May – end of October

•

Cultivated Varieties: carrots, peas, bush beans, lettuce, cabbage, kale, tomatoes, kohlrabi, and
much more; members may grow their own vegetables, herbs, and flowers, as long as they are
organic and non-GMO.

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: lb@ma49.wien.gv.at

o

Web: https://www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/wald/parzellen.html

o

Tel: 01 712 24 99

Self-Harvest Wien Donaustadt
•

Address 1: Wulzendorfstraße, opposite 87 (Hort/Kindergarten), 1220 Vienna.
Conventional agriculture was practiced at this location until 2020, from 2021 on it will be used for
organic farming (“conversion phase until 2022 inclusive”).

•

Address 2: Corner of Süßenbrunner Strasse/Breitenleer Strasse, 1220 Vienna

•

Address 3: Corner of Pelargonienweg and Zirbenweg, 1220 Vienna

•

Address 4: Aspernstraße next to No. 101, 1220 Vienna

•

Address 5: Plattensteinergasse, opposite No. 15 (North entrance) or Brockhausengasse, diagonally
opposite No. 26 (South entrance), 1220 Vienna
Conventional agriculture was practiced at this location until 2020, from 2021 on it will be organic
(“conversion phase up to and including 2022”).

•

Sponsoring Organization: Manfred Radl jun.

•

Size and Price 2021:

•

o

40 m²: € 200,-

o

80 m²: € 360,-

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Planting and seeding

o

Irrigation

•

Harvest/Use Time: May through November – weather dependent

•

Cultivated Varieties: beans, broccoli, dill, Iceberg lettuce, peas, carrots, kohlrabi, cabbage, corn,
chard, parsley, radishes, red beets, lettuce, onions.

•

Events:
o

•

Organic Strawberry Sale

Contact Information:
o

Email: info@biohof-radl.at

o

Web: biohof-radl.at

o

Tel: (43) 699 15164061
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Ackerhelden Mietgarten Donaustadt (“Field heros rent-a-garden”)
•

Adress: Seestadt Aspern, North shore of Asperner lake, next to Jane-Jacobs-Steg

•

Sponsoring Organization: Ackerhelden GmbH

•

Size and Price 2021:
o

•

40 m2 (2 x 20 m): € 229,-

Responsibility oft he provider:
o

Planting of over 150 organic seedlings

o

Comprehensive consultation on site, by telephone and e-mail

o

Gardening tools and irrigation water on site

•

Harvest/ Use Time: (at the earliest) 1st of May through 30th of November 2020

•

Cultivated Varieties: squach, zucchini, potatos, different variations of onion, kohlrabi, reed beets,
variety of lettuce, parcely, eatable flowers, chard, spinach, cabbage…

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: info@ackerhelden.at

o

Web: ackerhelden.at/garten-mieten/wien-21-bezirk/

o

Tel: (+43) 1 934 67 88

23rd district
Selbsterntegarten Carlbergergasse & Ketzergasse
•

Address 1: Carlbergergasse 64, 1230 Wien

•

Adress 2: Ketzergasse 133, 1230 Wien

•

Sponsoring Organization: Brenner Felsach’sche Gutsverwaltung

•

Size and Price:

•

o

40 m²: € 205,-

o

80 m²: € 295,-

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Soil cultivation (shredding, plowing, harrowing) & fertilizing

o

Planting and seeding

o

Automatic irrigation system

o

Provide various garden tools (hoe, spade, wheelbarrow, watering can)

•

Harvest/Use Time: Mid-May until October 26, delivery of seedlings in mid/late May

•

Cultivated Varieties: bush beans, radishes, lettuce, red beets, chard, cucumber, dill, parsley,
spinach, carrots, peas, parsnips, zucchini, Hokkaido-squash, tomatoes, peppers, celery, sweet corn,
soybeans, chickpeas. Others for open land: tomatoes, peppers, celery.

•

•

Events, offers, and other info:
o

Informational events

o

Seedlings for individual plots

Contact Information:
o

E-Mail: biologisch@selbsterntegarten.at

o

Web: selbsterntegarten.at

o

Tel: (+43) 0699/198 10 572
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Mödling
Selbsternte Mödling
•

Address: At Steinfeld 1, 2344 Maria Enzersdorf

•

Sponsoring Organization: natürlich & wild – Renate Weber KG

•

Size and Price:

•

o

Small plots ca. 28m²: € 150,-

o

Medium plots ca. 45 m²: € 218,-

o

Large plots ca. 68 m²: € 292,-

o

Children’s plots ca. 5 m²: € 45,- as addition to a vegetable plot

o

Children’s plots ca. 5 m²: € 55,- when rented solo

o

Potato plots on request and subject to availability

Responsibility of the provider:
o

Soil cultivation (shredding, plowing, harrowing) & fertilizing

o

Planting and seeding

•

Harvest/Use Time: End of April/beginning of May until the end of October – weather dependent

•

Cultivated Varieties: salad tomatoes, cocktail tomatoes, green and yellow peppers, green and
yellow bush beans, spinach, dill, 2 kinds of cucumber, 2 kinds of squash, green and yellow zucchini,
garden peas, sugar peas, chard, root and leaf parsley, carrots, red and yellow onions, red beets,
parsnips, 2 kinds of radishes, green and red lettuce, kohlrabi, Indian corn

•

•

Events:
o

Plant sale directly o the field

o

Tools for rent

o

E-Mails with actual care instructions for the plots

Contact Information:
o

e-Mail: selbsternte@natuerlichwild.at

o

Web: natuerlichwild.at

o

Tel: (+43) 699 108 87 205

© Bio Forschung Austria
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Community Gardens
In community gardens, people of the neighborhood actively garden together. Here,
vegetables, flowers, and community collaboration are given the opportunity to flourish.
People of all ages and backgrounds meet and get to know each other—the joy of gardening
brings fresh food and enriching connections. In some community gardens, intercultural
gardening takes a central role, while others involve schools and kindergartens.
Most community gardens are intended for long-term use, but temporary spaces can be a
great place for gardening too. Membership in an associaton which is recommended to be
installed beforehand is required for most community gardens, but there are also gardens,
where everyone is invited to participate. For example, all are welcome to stop by the
Naschgarten in the 21st district to lend a helping hand or taste the garden’s bounty.
The City of Vienna actively serves and financially supports the development of community
gardens. To learn more, see “Organizations.”

2nd District:
Donaukanal Community Garden
•

Address: Obere Donaustraße 59 ; 4 / U2 Station Schottenring / Exit Herminengasse, 300m
downstream to Salztorbrücke, 1020 Wien (approximate location)

•

Size of the Garden:
o

25 raised beds about 1 m2 each

•

Sponsorship: Association Gemeinschaftsgarten Donaukanal

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: About 30 gardeners, garden is open to passers-by

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: paradeiser@garten-donaukanal.at

o

Web: http://garten-donaukanal.at/

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/gartendonaukanal/

Blumenspitz am Tabor
•

Address: Am Tabor on the corner of Trunnerstraße, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

5 m2

•

Sponsorship: Run by dedicated gardeners

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: ca. 0 – 20

•

Established: 2011

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: mitte@gbstern.at

o

Web: http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/blumenspitz-am-tabor
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SAMBA Garden
•

Address: Marinelligasse, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

6.00 m2

o

24 beds, 3 community beds, 1 herb spiral

•

Sponsorship: Verein Garten SAMBA

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: ca. 30 residents of the Volkert and Alliierten neighborhoods and surrounding area

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: mitte@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/garten-samba

NOVAgarten
•

Address: Novaragasse, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

15 BigBags, each 1 m2

•

Sponsorship: Institution isebuki KunstverEinmischung / GTVS NOVA

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: School children of GTVS NOVA teachers and their parents

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: gartenprojekt@isebuki.com

Sonnenblume Community Garden
•

Address: Holubstraße, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

400 m2

o

20 beds about 6 m2 each

•

Sponsorship: Association supported by Wiener Wohnen

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: 10-20 residents of the housing complex

•

Established: 2014

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: simone@riesing.com

o

Web: www.facebook.com/pages/Gemeinschaftsgarten-Sonnenblume/471378046328559

o

Tel: 06991/9422473
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Der kleine Garten – the little garden
•

Adress: Innstraße16, Nordbahnhalle, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

•

14 m²

Sponsorship: Verein Projekt Integrationshaus, Architekturzentrum Wien, gemeinnützige
Nordbahnhalle-Entwicklungs- und Betriebs GmbH

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants:

•

Established: 2017

•

Contact Information: Regina Rischan
o

Email: r.rischan@integrationshaus.at

o

Tel: 0699/15161054

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/der-kleine-garten

Mintzgarten
•

Address: At the "Gertrude Fröhlich-Sandner" Campus, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

220 m2

o

14 rtaised bed, 1 community bed, meeting area

o

50 m snack hedge

•

Sponsorship: Verein Mintzgarten

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 19 club members, kindergartens, schools, youth centers

•

Events: Festivals, informational events

•

Established: 2012

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: mintzgarten@gmail.com

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/mintzgarten

Erna-Popper-Garten
•

Address: At the "Gertrude Fröhlich-Sandner" Campus, next to the Mintzgarten, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

170 m2

o

18 beds

o

Snack garden

•

Sponsorship: GB*mitte, PORR real

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 23 families, with focus on integration

•

Events: Festivals, informational events

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: mitte@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/erna-popper-garten
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Max-Winter-Platz Neighborhood Garden
•

Address: Max-Winter-Platz 23, 1020 Wien (in front of the gb*Stadtteilbüro)

•

Size of the Garden:
o

300 m2

o

26 beds

•

Sponsorship: Run by dedicated gardeners

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: ca. 21 - 40 residents, as well as the Bassena Neighborhood and Communication
Center

•

Established: January 2010

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: mitte@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/nachbarschaftsgartchen-max-winter-platz

Nordfarmhof
•

Adress: Railway track loop Park Innstraße / Corner Engerthstraße,1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

Raised beds

•

Established: 2017

•

Contact information:
o

Email: nordfarmhof@gmail.com
Web: https://www.gbstern.at/themen-projekte/stadtteilmanagement-inneubaugebieten/stadtteilmanagement-nordbahnviertel/garteln-im-viertel/

PAN Community Garden
•

Address: Ernst-Melchior-Gasse 11, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: 30 raised beds

•

Sponsorship: Run by dedicated gardeners

•

Participants: Residents of the PaN housing complex

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: mitte@gbstern.at

o

Web: http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-pan

Central Garden
•

Address: Untere Donaustraße 41, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

•

Sponsorship: Verein Central Garden

•

Use: Rather than vegetables and herbs, this garden is used for art, culture and sports –
infrastructure is provided for events

•

Participants: all interested, school kids, children

•

Events:
o

Festivals, concerts, symposiums, girl’s football tournament

o

Cooking club every Thursday at 17:00

•

Established: 2009

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: Contact Information@centralgarden.at

o

Web: www.wiengestalten.at/central-garden/
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Wohnprojekt Neighborhood Garden
•

Address: Krakauer Straße 19, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

200 m²

o

10 raised beds, 4 beds

o

Public harvest area with fruit for picking

•

Sponsorship: Wohnprojekt Wien

•

Participants: ca. 40

•

Established: 2014

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: office@wp-wien.at

o

Web: http://wohnprojekt.wien/

Vorgartel (front garden)
•

Adress: Vorgartenstaße 118 – 120, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

16 raised beds

•

Sponsorship: Gartenverein Vorgartel, Gebietsbetreuung

•

Established: 2014

•

Contact information:
o

Email: Margozata Hahn mhahn1985@gmail.com

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/GartenvereinVorgartl/

Terrassengarten Handelskai 214
•

Adress: Handelskai 214, im 11. Stock der Stiege 12, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

•

Sponsorship: Wohnpartner Wien

•

Estaböished: 2020

•

Participants: Bewohner der Anlage

•

Contact information:

o

o

6 beds

Email: jan.mayrhofer@wohnpartner-wien.at

Urban Gardening - Beds beim Augarten (Beds by the Augarten)
•

Address: close to Obere Augartenstraße 46, 1020 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

•

Sponsorship: Bundesministerium Nachhaltigkeit und Tourismus

•

Participants: 200 tenants

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:

o

200 beds around 10m²

o

Email: urbangardening@bmnt.gv.at

o

Web: https://www.bmnt.gv.at/land/Urban-Gardening/urban-gardening-2018.html

o

Email: urbangardening@bmnt.gv.at

o

Web: https://www.bmnt.gv.at/land/Urban-Gardening/urban-gardening-2018.html
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3rd District:
Arenabergpark Community Garden
•

Address: Arenbergpark, 1030 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

ca. 1.200 m2

o

30 beds, each about 4 m2

•

Sponsorship: Association

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: Residents of the 3rd district, schools, kindergartens

•

Established: April 2012

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: arenbergpark.garten@gmail.com

Fliedergarten (Lilac garden)
•

Adress: Alma Mahler Werfelpark, Juchgasse/Landstraßer Hauptstraße, 1030 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

ca. 600 m2

o

20 Beds a 4 m2

•

Sponsorship: currently Verein Gartenpolylog

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Form: User agreement

•

Participants: Residents of the 3rd district

•

Established: 2015

•

Events: Garden day every 22nd of the month

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: fliedergarten@gmx.at

o

Web: http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/fliedergarten

o

Web: https://juchgarten.wordpress.com/

Zwischen(t)raum – Nachbarschaftsgarten auf Zeit (Neighborhood Garden in Time)
•

Address: next to Leon-Zelman-Park, 1030 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

ca. 812 m2

o

26 beds on pallets, each 4 m2 – which allows the beds to be moved once construction of the
Eurogate begins in the area

•

Sponsorship: Verein Zwischentraum

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: Residents of the 3rd district

•

Established: 2014

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: verein@zwischentraum.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/nachbarschaftsgarten-auf-zeit-eurogate
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Neu Marx Garden
•

Address: Karl-Farkas-Gasse/Maria-Jacobi-Gasse, 1030 Wien – site of the former slaughterhouse

•

Size of the Garden:
o

ca. 1.000 m2

o

30 old beds, boxes, coffee sacks, bathtubs, raised beds – about 3 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein Gartenpolylog

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: 41-60 residents of the 3rd district

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: office@gartenpolylog.org

o

Web: http://www.neumarx.at/Neu-Marx-Garten/2090

Sophiengarten
•

Adress: Treppelweg/Erdberger Lände 6, 1030 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

300 m²

o

25 Beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein Gartenpolylog

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 21-40 residents of the 3rd district

•

Established: 2016

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: sophiengarten@googlegroups.com

o

Web: https://sites.google.com/view/sophiengarten

Blumengarten der Kulturen/Religionen (Flower garden of cultures/religions)
•

Adress: Kolonitzplatz

•

Beds: 4 Flowerbeds

•

Participants: one bed each from the parish St.Othmar, the elementary school Kolonitzplatz, the

Armenian Church and the Tuna Mosque
•

Established: 2018

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: info@agendalandstrasse.at

o

Web: https://www.agendalandstrasse.at/blog-detail/blumengarten-der-kulturen-911.html

4th District:
Junges Gemüse Wieden Community Garden (Young Vegetables Wieden garden)
•

Address: Ziegelofengasse 6a, 1040 Wien

•

Number of Beds: 13

•

Sponsorship: Lokale Agenda 21- Wieden

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: office@agendawieden.at

o

Tel: 01/ 585 33 90 18

o

Web: https://www.agendawieden.at/gruppe-detail/junges_gemuese_wieden.html?rd1=1
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5th District:
Social Urban Gardening
•

Address: Geigergasse 15, 1050 Wien

•

Number of Beds: 15

•

Sponsorship: Junge Volkshilfe

•

Established: 2015

•

Plants: Herbs, vegetables, and sunflowers

•

Participants: Young asylum-seekers of Volkshilfe Wien, volunteers, residents

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: office@sci.or.at

Gemeinschaftsgarten in Klieberpark
•

The Klieberpark was redesigned in 2016. After discussion in 2015, resident's wishes are being
incorporated into the redesign. In addition to the new emphasis on play and movement, another
community garden will become an integral part of the new Klieberpark.

•

Address: Klieberpark, 1050 Wien

•

Number of Beds: 20

•

Participants Organisationen: GB*East

•

Established: 2017

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: ost@gbstern.at

6th District:
Operation Grüner Daumen (Operation Green Thumb)
•

Address: c, 1060 Wien

•

Sponsorship: Operation Grüner Daumen

•

Participants: Residents of the 6th District

•

Established: 2012

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: Contact Information@gruenerdaumen.org

o

Web: http://blog.kleinestadtfarm.at/operation-gruener-daumen/

GartenWerkStadt (community garden and ecological social education workshop)
•

Adress: Windmühlgasse 22-24 (roof of WIPARK garage), 1060 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

•

Sponsorship: Verein „Operation Grüner Daumen“

•

Participants: Residents of the 6th District

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:

o

2000 m²

o

Email: Contact Information@gruenerdaumen.org

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/gartenwerkstadtmariahilf/
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Nachbarschaftsgarten Loquaiplatz
•

Adress: Loquaiplatz, 1070 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

5 Beds (2 daaviable from rollstuhlgerecht)

•

Participants: 10 residents of "Haus Mariahilf”

•

Established: 2016

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: sued@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://www.gbstern.at/themen-projekte/miteinander-in-mariahilf/

o

Tel: 01/313 99-1210

Nachbarschaftgarten im Fritz-Immhoff Park
•

Adress: Fritz-Immhoff Park, 1070 Wien

•

Sponsorship: JUVIVO.06

•

Participants: Teenagers and children

•

Contact Information:
o

Web: https://juvivo.at/juvivo06/tag/fritz-imhoff-park

o

Tel: 0660/588 48 66

7th District:
Gemeinschaftsgarten Kirchengasse
•

Address: Kirchengasse 46, 1070 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

ca. 300 m2

o

10 beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein Salatpiraten

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 0 – 20 residents of the 7th District

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: post@salatpiraten.org

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-kirchengasse

Kistlgarten Badhausgasse
•

Adress: Badhausgasse, 1070 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

50 m²

o

15 Beds

•

Sponsorship: GB*7/8/16 is Kooperationspartner

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: Residents

•

Established: 2014

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: barbara.mayer@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/kistlgarten-badhausgasse
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Hochbeete im Josef-Strauß-Park (Raised beds in Josef-Strauß-Park)
•

Adress: Josef Stauß Park, 1070 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: Raised beds

•

Sponsorship: GB*

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Established: 2018

•

Ausstattung: WLan, WC, equipment box and water tapping point

•

Remark: every 2 Yeare the Beds are newly assigned, next time 2021

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: mitte@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://www.gbstern.at/news/garteln-im-park/

8th District:
Bennogarten
•

Adress: Bennoplatz, 1080 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: .
o

400 m2

o

8 raised beds und 1 community bed

•

Sponsorship: Agendagroup „Gemeinschaftsgärten der Josefstadt“

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: each year new memebers wanted, 40 Users

•

Established: 2020

•

Open: daily 9:00 – 18:00 Uhr

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: gg.josefstadt@gmail.com

o

Tel: 0677 613 89 500

o

Web: https://www.agendajosefstadt.at/projekte-detail/bennogarten.html

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/ggjosefstadt

Tigergarten
•

Address: Tigerpark, 1080 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

120 m2 of land area,

o

7 bed boxes – 23 single beds und 1 communal herb bed

•

Sponsorship: Agendagruppe Tigerpfeilgarten

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 21 - 40, new gardeners interested every year

•

Established: 2012

•

Open hours: daily 9:00 – 18:00 Uhr

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: gg.josefstadt@gmail.com

o

Web: https://www.la21wien.at/projekte-detail/tigergarten.html

o

FB: FB Gemeinschaftgärten Josefstadt

o

Instagram: @ggjosefstadt
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Albertgarten
•

Address: Albertplatz, 1080 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

40 m2 of land area,

o

18 beds, each 1 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: about 30 residents of the 8th District

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: albertgarten08@gmail.com

o

Email: gg.josefstadt@gmail.com

o

Web: agendajosefstadt.at/projekte-detail/albertgarten.html

9th District:
Alsergarten/ Gemeinschaftsgarten Ebenerdig
•

Adress: Diana-Budisavljević-Park, Roßauerlände/Ecke Glasergasse, 1090 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

300m²

o

7 beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein Gärten für Alle!

•

Land Ownership: public

•

Established: April 2020

•

Zielgruppe: 21-40 gardeners

•

Contact Information:
o

E-Mail: post@alsergarten.wien

o

E-Mail: rossauer.garten@gmail.com

o

Web: gaertenfueralle.home.blog/gemeinschaftsgarten-ebenerdig/

o

Web: wien.gv.at/bezirke/alsergrund/umwelt/gemeinschaftsgarten-rossau.html

Sensengarten
•
•

Address: Sensengasse 3 next to Universitätssportplatz, 1090 Wien
Size of the Garden:
o

55 m2

o

11 beds, each 4 m2

•

Sponsorship: Eigentümergemeinschaft „Wohngarten Sensengasse“

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: 21 – 40 gardeners

•

Established: May 2011

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: c_mayr@aon.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/sensengarten
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Grätzlgarten 9
•

Address: Gelände altes AKH, 1090 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

300 m2

o

15 beds, each 4 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein Grätzlgarten Alsergrund

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: 21 - 40 interested residents of Alsergrund

•

Established: 2012

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: graetzlgarten.alsergrund@gmx.at

o

Web: graetzlgarten9.weebly.com

Raised Beds im Grünen Durchgang
•

Adress: Bertha-Löwi-Weg, 1090 Wien

•

Größe: some raised beds

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Established: 2014

•

Contact Information:
o

Tel: +43 650 270 76 19

o

Email: info@agendaalsergrund.at

o

Web: https://www.agendaalsergrund.at/blog-detail/schau-hin-mach-mit.html

Wurzeln.Rossau
•

Adress: Sevitengasse 9/Kirchenplatz, 1090 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

300m²

o

10 Beds je 2 m²

•

Sponsorship: open garden group Wurzeln.Rossau

•

Land Ownership: Privat

•

Participants: ca. 20 gardeners

•

Established: 2016

•

Contact Information: Christine Vestjens-Meller
o

Email: christine.meller@a1.net

o

Tel: 06646423913

o

Web: http://wurzelnrossau.blogspot.co.at/
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Obdach und Bohnen (Shelter and beans)

•

Adress: Müllnergasse 6a, backside of the Serviten monastery, 1090 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

o
o

60m²
1 bed

•

Land Ownership: privat

•

Sponsorship: sozialtherapeutsisches Projekt der Caritas

•

Established: 2020

•

Participants: Bewohnerinnen des Haus JARO der Caritas

•

Contact Information: Martin Strecha-Derkics

o
o
o

Email: martin.strecha-derkics@caritas-wien.at
Tel: 06648482514
Web: http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/obdach-und-bohnen

10th District:
LaaerBergbauern – Eco-social agriculture at Laaer Berg in Vienna
•

Address (Association Office):
Recreation area Löwygrube/Vogental, 1100 Wien
Kempelengasse 16/44,1100 Wien – Land in Laaer Wald-Vogental

•

Size of the Garden: 7.000 m2, ca. 1/3 Fuitgarden, 150 m2 Water collection area; 50 m2 Foiltunnel

•

Established: 2017

•

Field Days: Sat 10:00 – 17:00

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: Post@LaaerBergbauern.Wien

o

Web: http://www.laaerbergbauern.wien; lbb.wien

o

FB: FB Gemeinsame-Landwirtschaft-am-Laaerberg

o

Tel: 0650413 46 78

Gemeinschaftsgarten Matzleinsdorf
•

In 2015, the Matzleinsdorf Garden started its first full season! The garden is still looking for people
who want to help develop it. If you enjoy gardening locally, appreciate homegrown vegetables, and
like to tackle problems and meet new people, then you've come to the right place!

•

Address: Quellenstraße 156 behind the evangelic cemetery, 1100 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

900 m2

o

13 raised beds

•

Participating Organizations: GB*east,

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: ost@gbstern.at

o

Web: http://www.wiengestalten.at/garten-matzleinsdorf/
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Sonnwendgarten
•

Address: In the second section of Helmut-Zilk-Park, 1100 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

•

o

800 m2

o

about 70 beds

Participating Organizations: GB*east, district government Favoriten, Gartenpolylog, MA 42,
JUGENDTREF Sonnwendviertel, ÖHTB Wohngemeinschaft Humboldtplatz, TAGESZENTRUM am Hauptbahnhof,
PARKBETREUUNG Helmut-Zilk-Park

•

Established: Fall 2017

•

Participants: Garden under construction! Everyone interested is wanted!

•

Contact Information:
o
o

Email: sonnwendviertel@gbstern.at
Web: https://sonnwendgarten.at

Gemeinschaftsgarten Monte Laa
•

Address: Monte Laa Park, 1100 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

200 m2

o

6 raised beds, each 16 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein 'Miteinander am Monte Laa - Laaer Berg'

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 24 families and institutions, visitors, children and adolescents, park workers, and a
kindergarten

•

Established: May 2011

•

Plants: Individual + 1 berry/herb bed

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: garten@montelaa.net

o

Website: www.montelaa.org

Kräutergarten im Arthaberpark (Herb garden in the Arthaberpark)

•

Adress: Arthaberpark, 1010 Wien

•

Anzahl der Beds: 3 beds with herbs

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Sponsorship: sponsoerd by MA 17 und Südwind

•

Participants: 30 women with international background

•

Established: 2012

•

Contact Information: Fatme Khalil-Hammoud (MA 17 Süd für Integration und Diversität)

o
o
o

Tel:

01 4000 10924

Email: fatme.khalil-hammoud@wien.gv.at
Web : https://www.wien.gv.at/bezirke/favoriten/freizeit/kraeutergarten.html
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Pioniergarten in der Pioniersiedlung (Pioneer garden in the pioneer settlement)

•

Adress: Favoritenstraße 235, Pioniersiedlung, 1100 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

o
o

200m²
18 Beds mit 3,4 oder 6m², 1 raised bed

•

Sponsorship: Tenants of the residential complex Favoritenstraße 235

•

Land Ownership: Privat

•

Participants: 21-40 Users

•

Established: 2017

•

Note: The garden lies within the pioneer oasis, which was awarded the plaque "Naturnahe Grünoase"
in 2019

•

Contact Information: Herbert Floigl

o
o
o
o
o

Email: h.floigl@gmx.at
Email: pionier-oase@nachhaltig.at
Tel: 0664/9951875 (Herbert Floigl)
Web: https://nachhaltig.at/pionier-oase/
Web: http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/pioniergarten-der-pioniersiedlung

11th District:
Nachbarschaftsgarten Macondo
•

Address: Zinnergasse Busstation 73A/ Kaserne, 1110 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

800 m2

o

20 beds, each 5 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein Gartenpolylog. Cooperation with Balu&Du and Verein KAMA

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: 21 – 40 residents of Macondo, and anyone interested outside community

•

Established: 2010

•

Plants: everyone is allowed to grow or shape vegetables, herbs, and flowers on their own initiative

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: nachbarschaftsgarten.macondo@gmail.com

o

Web: www.nachbarschaftsgartenmacondo.blogspot.com

11er Garten
•

Address: Hallergasse 21 – in front of the Gasometer, behind the railroad embankment, 1110 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

1.700 m2

o

30 beds, each 5 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein

•

Land Ownership: Public

•
•

Participants: 41 – 60 interested

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: nachbarschaftsgarten.macondo@gmail.com

o

Web: https://11ergarten.wordpress.com/

o

FB: www.facebook.com/11erGarten
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LoryGartl

•

Adress: Lorystrasse 126, 1110 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

o
o

1.550m²
6 raised beds, flower hills, fruit trees and a small field

•

Sponsorship: Verein LoryGartl

•

Land Ownership: Privat

•

Participants: Tenants of the residential complex

•

Established: 2018

•

Contact Information:

o
o

Email: office@gartenpolylog.org
Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/lorygartl

Carsonypark

•

Adress: Carsonypark, 1110 Wien

•

Anzahl der Beds: 2 Raised Beds

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Sponsorship: betreut vom Fair Play Team aviable from Balu&Du

•

Established: 2018

•

Kontatk:

o
o
o

Email: balu@balu.wien
Tel: +43 1 890 67 41
Web: http://www.balu.wien/reader/gaertnern-im-carsonypark.html

12th District:

garten Wolfganggasse
•

Address: Green strip on Meidlinger Wolfganggasse, 1120 Wien – various beds and tree rings

•

Sponsorship: Verein Garten Wolfganggasse in cooperation with GB*South

•

Participants: Residents

•

Events: Monthly meetings

•

Established: October 2009

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: sued@gbstern.at

o

Web: http://gartenwolfganggasse.blogspot.co.at/

NaHe – Nachbarschaftsgarten Hetzendorf
•

Address: Hetzendorferstraße 75, 1120 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o
o

7.500 m2
70 beds, each 25 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein NaHe-Nachbarschaftsgarten Hetzendorf

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 80 – 100 interested, 2 kindergartens, 1 elementary school class

•

Established: May 2012

•

Events: Festivals, seminars, etc. – to which non-members are also invited

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: garten@nahe.at

o

Web: http://nahe.at/

o

Tel: 0680 333 14 75
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Längenfeld – Garten - Gemeinschafts-Guerilla-Garten on Wienfluss
•

Address: Behind the Skaterpark/Basketball court near U4 Längenfeldgasse, 1120 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

1.000 m2

o

15 beds, each 5 m2

•

Sponsorship: none, meadows used for gardening between subway and Wienfluss

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 21 – 40 gardeners

•

Established: May 2010

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: Contact Information@laengenfeldgarten.at

o

Web: www.laengenfeldgarten.at

Steinhagegarten
•

Address: Steinhagepark, Mandlgasse 21, 1120 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

200 m2

o

8 beds

•

Sponsorship: GB*south

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 0 - 20 residents of Meidling, VHS Meidling, youth organization

•

Established: 2011

•

Plants: Planting is done individually by gardeners

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: sued@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/garten-matzleinsdorfb1243daa-f060-4b5d-9d32f6e5f4009f89

Gemeinschaftsgarten Sechterpark

•

Adress: Sechterpark (former name: Grete-Salzer-Park) , Sechtergasse 1, 1120 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

o
o

300m²
Ca. 18 Beds, 2 Raised Beds

•

Established: 2019

•

Contact Information:

o
o
o

Email: sued@gbstern.at
Tel: 01/893 66 57
Web: https://www.gbstern.at/sued/projekte/

13th District:
Projekt IGOR
•

Address: GZW Jagdschlossgasse 59, 1130 Wien, Pavilion VI

•

Size of the Garden:
o

3.000 m2 distributed across 2 hectares

o

12 beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein IGOR in cooperation with the KAV

•

Land Ownership: KAV / City Vienna

•

Participants: about 30 seekers of asylum, 10 volunteers and interns, schools

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: fritz.neuhauser@wienkav.at
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Gartenprojekt im Haus WohnenPlus RIGA des Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund Wien
•

Adress: Riedelgasse 7-9, 1120 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

•

o

2300 m²

o

13 Beds

Sponsorship: WohnenPlus Riga: Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund Wien Wohnen und Soziale Dienstleistungen
gemeinn. GmbH

•

Land Ownership: privat

•

Participants: Tenants of the house

•

Established: 2012

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: hausriedelgasse@samariterwien.at

o

Tel: +43-1-8860946-0

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/

14th District:
"Matznergarten"
•

In the dense 14th district, Penzing's first community garden is being built on an initiative of the GB
* south and active residents. This garden will create a new meeting place in Grätzel on unused and
neglected land – a place for residents to garden and get to know each other.

•

Address: On the edge of Matznerparks – Matznergasse/corner of Märzstraße, 1140 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

700 m²

o

25 raised beds

•

Participating Organizations: GB*south, Verein Matznergarten, BV Penzing, MA 42

•

Established: 2016

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: sued@gbstern.at

o

Web: www.matznergarten.at

o

Tel: (+43) 0676/8118 50 444

ParkGuEL – Garteln ums Eck on Laurentiusplatz
•

Address: Laurentiusplatz, 1140 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

about 330 m²

o

25 raised beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein "KunstKultur in Breitensee" & GB* 6/14/15

•

Participants: up to 35 gardeners

•

Established: 2016

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: ParkGuEL@gmx.at

o

Web: wiengestalten.at/parkguel-garteln-ums-eck-am-laurentiusplatz/

o

Tel: 0680 40 19 825
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15th District:
Garten der Vielfalt on Huglgasse
•

Address: House courtyard on Huglgasse 14, 1150 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

about 80 m²

o

5 beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein JUVIVO.15, GB*14-15,

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: over 100 children and teen residents, helpers

•

Established: 15.4.2011

•

Plants: Berry bush bed, hilly bed, hoop house, 2 raised beds, plant troughs, trellises, compost
heaps

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: 15@juvivo.at

o

Web: juvivo.at/juvivo15/innenhofbegrunung

Ibsengarten

•

Adress: Ibsenstraße 2-4, 1150 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

o
o
•

about 210 m²
25 beds

Sponsorship: Center for Inclusive and Special Education Kienmayergasse, spacelab_girls und
residents

•

Participants: residents

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:

o

Email: ibsengarten@gmx.at

o

Web: http://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gartln-ums-eck

Gemeinschaftsgarten Dadlerpark
•

Adress: Dadlergasse 18, 1150 Wien
•

Size of the Garden:
o

250m²

•

Sponsorship: Verein Zeitraum, GB*

•

Established: 2018

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: sued@gbstern.at

Interkultureller Gemeinschaftsgarten Grimmgasse (Intercultural Community Garden)
•

Address: Grimmgasse 10, 1150 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

about 377 m²

o

18 beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein Zeitraum

•

Participants: Neighbors

•

Established: 2012

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: grimmgarten@hotmail.com
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Schmelzgarten
•

Address: Auf der Schmelz, 1150 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

about 100 m²

o

12 beds

•

Sponsorship: FRISCH - Freiraum Initiative Schmelz

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: about 20

•

Established: Summer 2016

•

Plants: Berry bushes, herbs

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: carola.hesse@chello.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/schmelzgarten

o

Web: www.freiraum-schmelz.at

Schwendermarkt
•

Adress: Schwendermarkt, Mariahilfer Straße 196, Schwendergasse, 1150 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

rund 160 m²

o

7 Beds

•

Sponsorship: Initiative zur Belebung und Erhalt des Schwendermarkts

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: about 20 members

•

Established: 2015

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: initiative-schwendermarkt@gmx.at

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/Schwendermarkt/

o

Web: gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/schwendermarkt

o

Web: http://www.schwendermarkt.at

16th District:
Nachbarschaftsgarten Heigerlein
•

Address: Heigerleinstraße/Ecke Seeböckgasse, 1160 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

1.000 m2

o

35 beds, each 6 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein Heigerleingarten

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 81 -100 gardeners - 30 familes and individuals, Kindergarten of Kinderfreunde
Seeböckgasse, Julius Meinl elementary school, Stöberplatz neighborhood center, residents of Haus
der Barmherzigkeit

•

Plants: Private beds and shared land, raised beds

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: heigerleingarten@gmx.net

o

Email: angelika.neuner@gartenpolylog.org

o

Web: http://www.partizipation.at/heigerlein.html
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Brunnenviertel Nachbarn gardening
•

Address: In front of Friedmanngasse 44 & 46, 1160 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

In front of Friedmanngasse 44, about 20 m2,

o

In front of Friedmanngasse 46, about 50 m2, 6 raised beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein Freunde des Huberpark

•

Land Ownership: MA 42

•

Participants: Currently about 30 neighbors

•

Established: 2004

•

Plants:
o

Flowers in front of Friedmanngasse 44: lavender, catnip, sage, roses

o

Vegetables in front of Friedmanngasse 46 Gemüse: celery, broccoli, tomatoes, cucumber,
lettuce, potatoes, onions, kohlrabi, herbs, etc.

•

Events: Planting

•

Contact Information:
o

Web: https://www.facebook.com/Brunnenviertel-Nachbarn-garteln-358337121326407/

Grünstück PEPH
•

Address: Intersection of Haberlgasse and Friedmanngasse, 1160 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

70 m²

o

4 raised beds + planters

o

private beds and shared land, raised beds, insect hotel, benches, troughs, plant sacks,
bathtub, concrete tiles

•

Sponsorship: GB*west in cooperation with Galerie PEPH

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 12 people

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: west@gbstern.at

o

Web: www.facebook.com/PEPHinOttakring

Lambertgarten
•

Adress: Lambertgasse 13, 1160 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

250m²

o

45 beds (each 1-2 m²) , 1 community bed (40m²)

•

Sponsorship: Institution begleitet und GB* und Gartenpolylog

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Established: Mai 2019

•

Participants: about 50 residents

•

Note: bed assignments for 2 years

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: west@gbstern.at

o

Email: office@gartenpolylog.org

o

Tel: 01 406 41 54

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/index.php/gartenprojekt/lambertgarten
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Gemeinschaftsgarten Rosenacker
•

Adress: Rosenackerstraße 14

•

Size oft he Garden: 26 Raised Beds

•

Sponsorship: independent association, originally SOHO in Ottakring and residential partner

•

Established: 2018

•

Participants: 17 gardeners

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: ula.schneider@sohoottarking.at

o

Web: https://www.sohoinottakring.at/portfolio-item/gemeinschaftsgarten-rosenacker/

o

Web: https://www.vorworte.at/blog/der-rosenacker-in-sandleiten/

17th District:
Gemeinschaftsgarten im Frederic-Morton-Park
•

Currently all beds are taken, registration for waiting list via e-mail

•

Adress: Frederic-Morton-Park (ehemals Pezzlpark), 1170 Wien

•

Size oft he Garden: 3 beds

•

Sponsorship: Wiener Stadtgräten (MA42)

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: District Council Hernals, MA42, GB*West, residents from the neighborhood

•

Besteht seit: 2021

•

Contact Information
o

E-Mail: west@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://www.gbstern.at/west/news/detail/1370/

Nachbarschaft & Garten am Heuberg
•

Address: Promenadegasse 19, 1170 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

30 m²

o

5 beds, each about 6 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein Garten & Nachbarschaft am Heuberg, Wohnpartner-Team 17_18_19

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 0 – 20 residents of the housing complex

•

Established: Spring 2009

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: lokal18@wohnpartner-wien.at

o

Web: gemeinschaftsgartenhernals.wordpress.com

Gemeinschaftsgarten Rosenberg
•

Address: Josef-Kaderka-Park, corner of Vollbadgasse/ Alszeile , 1170 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

1.500m²

o

35 beds, each 4 m²

•

Sponsorship: Verein Gemeinschaftsgarten Rosenberg

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 33 gardeners, 2 schools, Neighborhood Center 17

•

Established: 2011/2012

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: garten.rosenberg@gmx.at

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/Gemeinschaftsgarten.Rosenberg/

o

Web: www.gemeinschaftsgartenhernals.wordpress.com
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Gemeinschaftsgarten Diepoldpark
•

Adress: Diepoldpark, 1170 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

10 m²

o

3 Raised Beds

•

Sponsorship: GB*west in Kooperation with Galerie PEPH

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Established: 2018

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: west@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-diepoldpark

o

Web: http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-beethafen

18. Bezirk:
Zaunkönig Nachbarschaftsgarten
•

Address: Währinger Park, 1180 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

150m²

o

20 beds, each 4 m²

•

Sponsorship: Verein Zaunkönig Nachbarschaftsgarten

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 18 gardeners + 2 institutions

•

Established: 2014

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: west@gbstern.at

o

Web: https://nachbarschaftsgartenzaunkoenig.wordpress.com/

Offener Gemeinschaftsgarten "Zusammen wachsen" (open community garden "Growing together“)
•

Adress: Leopold-Rosenmayr-Park, Möhnergasse 1, 1180 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

265 m²

o

10 community beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein "Zusammen wachsen", accompanied by LA Währing

•

Gründung: 2018

•

Land Ownership: Public (MA 42)

•

Participants: Residents

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: zusammen-wachsen@gmx.at

o

Web: https://www.agendawähring.at/projekte-detail/zusammen-wachsengemeinschaftsgarten-leopold-rosenmayr-park.html
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Nachbarschaftsgarten Beethafen
•

Adress: Schubertpark, 1180 wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

16m²

o

Community beds (1m² each member)

•

Land Ownership:Public

•

Established: 2019

•

Participants: 20-40 Residents, pupils, children and teenage of the Scout column XIII from the 18.
district

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: beethafen@gmx.at

19th District:
Nachbarschaftsgarten Hugo Wolf Park
•

Address: in Hugo Wolf Park, 1190 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

850m²

•

Sponsorship: Verein Gärten für alle!

•

Land Ownership: MA 42

•

Participants: The garden is still in process - free space available!

•

Established: 2017

•

Contact Information: David Ifraimov
o

Email: david.ifraimov87@gmail.com

o

Tel.: 0660 383 50 85

Garten Unser – Döbling
•

Address: Springsiedelgasse, 1190 Wien

•

Sponsorship: Verein

•

Established: expected 2016

•

Land Ownership:

•

Participants:

•

Contact Information: Michael Roser
o

Email: kirsten.foerster@meine.seestadt.info

o

Web: gartenunser-döbling.info

o

Tel: 069917084648
FB: www.facebook.com/gartenunser.doebling
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Gemeinschaftsgarten Krottenbach
•

Address: Krottenbachstrasse 94-96, 1190 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

90m²

o

9 Beete je 2m²

•

Established: 2017

•

Participants: Neighbors

•

Contact Information: David Ifraimov
o

Email: david.ifraimov87@gmail.com

o

Tel: 0660 / 383 50 85
FB: Facebook Gruppe des Gemeinschaftstgartens Krottenbach
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1638129956407184/

Gemeinschaftsgarten Wildbiene 19
•

Adress: Karl-Fellinger-Park / Krottenbachstrasse

•

Size of the Garden:
o

800 m²

•

Sponsorship: Verein Garten für Alle!

•

Estabished: in the planning stage

•

Participants: residents

•

Contact Information: David Ifraimov
o

Email: office@gaerten-fuer-alle.at

o

Tel: 0660 / 383 50 85

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-wildbiene-19

Gemeinschaftsgarten Boschstraße
•

Adress: Boschstraße 20-22, 1190 Wien

•

Größe: several areas in the yard and two mobile beds

•

Participants: Tenants

•

E-Mail: lokal19(at)wohnpartner-wien.at

20th District:
Gemeinschaftsgarten Löwenzahn
•

Address: Hellwagstraße 21 und 23, 1200 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

300m²

o

30 beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein Gemeinschaftsgarten Löwenzahn

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: 30-60 gardeners, garden is always open, there are harvest beds and berries for
garden guests, beds can only be retained for 2 seasons, long waiting

•

Established: 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: gartenloewenzahn_brigittenau@gmx.at

o

Web. https://gartenloewenzahn.wordpress.com/
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21st District:
Das Feld
•

Address: Donaufelderstrasse, 1210 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

2.500 m2

o

50 beds, each 40 m2

•

Sponsorship: Private initiative

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: 41 - 61 participants

•

Established: 2006

•

Plants: Planned partly by individual, partly by community

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: david.stanzel@gmx.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/das-feld

Nachbarschaftsgarten Adolf-Loos-Gasse
•

Address: Adolf-Loos-Gasse 12, 1210 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: pallet-sized raised beds in the open space of the Adolf-Loos-Gasse municipal
building

•

Participants: Residents

•

Established: July 2011

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: klaus.fresser@wohnpartner-wien.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/nachbarschaftsgarten-adolf-loos-gasse-ein-mobilergarten-fur-die-bewohnerinnen-der-wohnhausanlage-adolf-loos-gasse-in-der-grossfeldsiedlung

Nachbarschaftsgarten am Broßmannplatz
•

Address: Broßmannplatz, 1210 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

800m2

o

34 beds

•

Sponsorship: Verein Nachbarschaftsgarten am Broßmannplatz

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 34 participants, kindergarten, Donaufeld mobile youth work

•

Established: June 2013

•

Events: garden festival

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: brossmannplatz@gmx.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/nachbarschaftsgarten-am-brossmannplatz

o

Gartenhandy: 0677/ 623-46-201

BOKU - Gemeinschaftsgarten
•

Address: In BOKU Versuchszentrums Jedlersorf, 1210 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

4.000m²

•

Sponsorship: ÖH der Universität für Bodenkultur

•

Participants: 41 - 6ß students inside and outside of BOKU courses

•

Established: Fall 2009, new land in 2012

•

Plants: vegetables, herbs, spices, ornamental plants, fruit trees

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: garten@oehboku.at

o

Web: www.boku-gemeinschaftsgarten.org
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Interkultureller Garten Bruno-Kreisky-Haus der Volkshilfe Wien
•

Address: Donaufelderstrasse 45, 1210 Wien, Bruno Kreisky House courtyard

•

Size of the Garden: 5 raised beds plus bushes and berry beds

•

Sponsorship: Bruno-Kreisky-Haus (Volkshilfe Wien)
Participants: residents of the house - families, individuals, children with caregivers, volunteers

•

Established: Spring 2009

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: david.stanzel@gmx.at

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/interkulturelles-gartenprojekt-im-bruno-kreiskyhaus-der-volkshilfe-wien

Gemeinschaftsgarten am Marchfeldkanal
•

Adress: Grundstück in Wien Strebersdorf am Marchfeldkanal, Wien 1210

•

Size of the Garden:
o

1000 m²

•

Sponsorship: Grundstück ist privat gepachtet

•

Land ownership: privat

•

Participants: Residents

•

Besteht seit: 2008

•

Plants: private beds flowers & vegetables, community beds: berries, herbs

•

Contact Information:
o

Manuela

o

Email: mandob@chello.at

Paradeisgartl Donaufeld
•

Address: Angyalföldstraße/Hans-Czermak-Gasse, 1210 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

2.002 m2

o

40 beds, each 20 m2

•

Sponsorship: Verein Paradeisgartl Donaufeld

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 41 – 60 gardeners

•

Established: Spring 2010

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: paradeisgartl@gmx.at

o

Tel: 0699 173 01 273 (Obfrau) und 0660 68 69 653 (Obmann)

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/paradeisgartl-donaufeld

Naschgarten – a garden to get involved
•

Open to the public all year round, invites all residents of the district to use and care for this
public space together in the future.

•

Address: Donaufeld - Angyalföldstraße/Höhe Hans-Czermak-Gasse, 1210 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: 2.000 m2

•

Sponsorship: GB*nord, MA 49, Head oft he 21st distict of Vienna

•

Participants: All interested

•

Established: 2015

•

Gardening Season: Anytime

•

Plants: Berry bushes (raspberries, currant, cherries), fruit trees, wild fruits

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: nord@gbstern.at

o

Homepage: www.gbstern.at/projekte-und-aktivitaeten/stadtgestalten/naschgarten/
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Nachbarschaftsgarten Florasdorf
•

Adress: Residential building complex „Florasdorf“, O'Brien Gasse 53

•

Size of the Garden:
o

800m²

o

78 Beds

•

Land Ownership: Privat

•

Sponsorship: is accompanied in the first 2 years (until 2020) by the offices Sonja gruber and Martina
Jauschneg, 2019 foundation of the association "Nachbarschaftsgarten Florasdorf”

•

Participants: 60-80 User

•

Established: 2018

•

Contact Information: Sonja Gruber
o

Email: office@sonjagruber.at

o

Tel: +43(0)664/431 64 10

o

Web: http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/nachbarschaftsgarten-florasdorf

o

Web: www.sonjagruber.at

Gartenpartnerschaft Paul Speiser Hof
•

Adress: Freytaggasse 14, 1210 Wien

•

Established: 2015

•

Sponsorship: sponsoerd and accompanied by wohnpartner

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: gartenpartner.paulspeiserhof@gmx.at

o

Web: https://paulspeiserhof.jimdofree.com/

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/paulspeiserhof/

22nd District:
GemeinschaftsGarten Norwegerviertel
•

Address: Wulzendorfstraße/ Ecke Stavangergasse, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

1.400 m2

o

20 beds, each about 20 m2 + shared land

•

Sponsorship: Verein GemeinschaftsGarten Norwegerviertel

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Participants: 20 families and one Löwenschule school class

•

Established: May 2011

•

Plants: personal beds planted individually, berry hedge, herbal spiral, fruit trees, fountains

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: norwegerviertel@gmx.at

o

Web: norwegerviertel.wordpress.com/
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Perma-Blüh-Gemüse_Garten
•

Address: Naufahrtweg/Otto Weber Gasse, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

1.500 m²

o

50 m2 beds

•

Sponsorship: Private

•

Participants: 0 - 20 gardeners

•

Established: 2001

•

Plants: Many kinds of vegetables, even more herbs, sun traps, biotope, raised & hilly beds,
medidome, compost, rose slope, willow tunnel, scent garden, herbal sun, hedges

•

•

Events:
o

Joint planning, learning, working, harvesting

o

Guided tours, workshops, taste practice days

Contact Information:
o

Email: ideevee@gmail.com

o

Web: https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/permabluehgemuesegarten

Seestadtgarten
•

Address: Southwest of Seestadt Aspern, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

1.200 m²

o

17 beds, each 50 m²

•

Sponsorship: Verein Seestadtgarten

•

Land Ownership: Private

•

Participants: 0 – 20 interested

•

Established: 2011, new land since 2014

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: seestadtgarten@arcadien.eu

o

Web: seestadtgarten.arcadien.eu

Nachbarschaftsgarten Donaucity/Kaisermühlen
•

Address: North of the Wien Neue Donau Mitte parking lot, east of the Neue Donau, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

4.500 m²

o

20 m² beds

•

Sponsoring Organization: Verein Nachbarschaftsgarten Donaucity/Kaisermühlen

•

Participants: 53 members

•

Established: 2011, new land since 2013

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: vorstand@nachbarschaftsgarten.at

o

Web: www.nachbarschaftsgarten.at/
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Gemeinschaftsgarten Madame d’Ora
•

Address: Southest of Seestadt Aspern, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

3.500 m²

o

4 raised beds, each 5 m²

o

38 beds, each 19 m²

o

51 beds, each 15 m²

•

Sponsorship: Verein

•

Land Ownership: MA 42 - Wiener Stadtgärten

•

Participants: 93 members

•

Established: 2016

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: vorstand@gg-dora.at

o

Web: www.gg-dora.at

Gemeinschaftsgarten Kraut & Blüten (Community garden cabbage & flowers)

•

Adress: Anna Müller Straße, Madame-d’Ora Park , 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

o
o

about 1.000 m2
30 Beds each 10 m²

•

Sponsorship: organized as a CMA

•

Established: April 2018

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Contact Information: Stadtteilmanagement Seestadt aspern

o

Email: kraut-und-blüten@gmx.at

o

Web: www.aspern-seestadt.at – CMA Seestadt

Paradiesgartl Neue Lobau (Paradise garden new Lobau)

•

Adress: Corner Saltenstraße/Heustadelgasse, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:

o

5000 m²

•

Land Ownership: Public

•

Contact Information:

o
o
o

Tel: 01 / 585 33 90 24
Email: info@agendadonaustadt.at
Web: https://www.agendadonaustadt.at/projekte-detail/paradiesgartl-neue-lobau.html
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23rd District:
Grätzelgarten Atzgersdorf
•

Adress: Bruno-Morpurgo-Park, behind the Atzgersdorfer Kirchplatz

•

Established: 2016 (in the refugee quarter Ziedlergasse), since 2017 in Bruno-Morpurgo-Park

•

Note: Grätzelgarten Atzgersdorf is still looking for people who want to join

•

Contact Information: Julia Köhler
o

Email: Contact Information@panamawien.at

o

Web: www.panamawien.at

o

Tel: 0677/61 7575 79

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/panamawien/

Nachbarschaftsgarten Willergasse
•

Adress: Residential complex Willergasse, 1230 Wien

•

Size of the Garden:
o

16 Beds each about 10m²

•

Sponsorship: Verein „Nachbarschaftsgarten Willergasse“

•

Participants: about 25 multinational residents of the housing estate

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: gisa.ruland@agendaliesing.at

o

Web: la21wien.at/projekte-detail/vom-zaubergarden-zum-nachbarschaftagartenwillergasse.html

Gemeinschaftsgarten in der Wiesen

•

Adress: In der Wiesen 6, 1230 Wien (on the former area of a horticulture company)

•

Size of the Garden: 250 plots of land

•

Sponsorship: initiated by the association Train of Hope and supported by LA Liesing

•

Established: 2019

•

Contact Information:

o
o

Email: herbert.bork@agendaliesing.at
Web: https://www.la21wien.at/projekte-detail/gemeinschaftsgarten-train-of-hope.html
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Gardening in Vienna Public Housing
Since 2011, Wohnpartner Wien has offered residents of public housing the opportunity to
start their own garden beds. It supports ambitious gardeners as well as beginners, from
first steps to flourishing gardens and vegetable beds. There are several different ways to
garden, including flower beds, mobile beds, and community gardens.
Flower beds…

are small plant beds in the housing complex, maintained by individual residents.
Recommended:
•

Enjoy plants and be ready to garden!

•

Be willing to abandon fruits and vegetables

Mobile beds…

are raised beds placed in the housing courtyard at request, cared for by residents.
Recommended:
•

Find neighbors to join in the work

•

Set aside enough time for planting, maintenance, and harvest

•

Be willing to look after a neighbor’s garden or share a raised bed

•

Be tolerant of garden damage, such as a missing vegetable or plant

Community gardens…

are spaces where residents of a housing complex can garden together.
Recommended:
•

Involve neighbors who are enthusiastic gardeners like you

•

Be willing to start a garden association

•

Be ready to engage in group dynamics

•

Be creative!

•

Be open to diversity, different opinions, and outside perspectives

Wohnpartner Wien is available to assist with the garden approval process and community
conflict prevention, as well as general advice.

Map with gardens: https://wohnpartner-wien.at/ueber-uns/wo-sie-uns-antreffen
Contact Information: https://www.wohnpartner-wien.at/ueber-uns/Contact
Information/
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Garteln ums Eck (Gardening Around the Corner)
Active residents, who want to enhance the surrounding biodiversity, can do so by caring for small
green spaces (up to 50 m2) in their immediate neighbourhood with the “Garteln ums Eck” (=
Gardening Around the Corner) program. Interested people contact the responsible urban renewal
office. In a design agreement, the conditions that must be met when maintaining the area, such
as not cultivating toxic plants or not to obstruct traffic, are laid down. The office contacts the
municipal departments for gardening (who care about the green spaces usually) and road
administration, who have to agree, before the gardening by the resident can start. The Gardening
Around the Corner program is free of charge for the residents.
Contact Informations:
•

Web: gbstern.at/service-und-beratung/urbanes-garteln/garteln-ums-eck/

•

Urban Renewal Office: www.gbstern.at/Contact Information

© MA 25
© MA 25
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Urban Gardening at the Port of Vienna
The Port of Vienna offers plots for rent for the cultivation of vegetables and herbs. Soil
preparation is carried out by the provider. However, the tenants must obtain their own
seeds and young plants. The land is not certified organic. Therefore, planting and sowing
of conventionally produced seeds is permitted here. This has the advantage that users are
more or less free to arrange the cultivation on their land according to their needs and
wishes.
•

Adress: Alberner Straße 21, 1110 Wien

•

Provider: Hafen Wien

•

Size and Price:
o

50 m² € 155,-

o

100 m² € 254,

•

Harvest/Use Time: April - October

•

Responsibility of the provider:

•

o

Soil preparation

o

Wells for irrigation

Contact Information:
o

E-Mail: urbangardening@hafenwien.com

o

Web: hafen-wien.com

o

Tel: +43-664-88 44 54

© Hafen Wien
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Other Garden Initiatives
Karlsgarten
•

Address: Treitlstraße 2, Rosa-Mayreder-Park, 1040 Wien Areal around Kunsthalle

•

Type of Garden:
o

Display/research garden – 2,000m2, more than 50 fruit, vegetable, and grain varieties

•

Sponsorship: Verein KarlsGarten

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: nachricht@karlsgarten.at

o

Web: www.karlsgarten.at

Krongarten
•

Address: Krongasse 20, 1050 Wien

•

Type of Garden:
o

Parking lot becomes free space with pallets from May – September

•

Participants: Hinterlans

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: info@krongarten.at

o

Web: http://www.krongarten.at/

o

Tel: 01 58 123 59

Hängender Kräutergarten
•

Adress: near Arsenalkirche, 1030 Wien

•

Type of Garden:
o

Fence with hanging herb pots

•

Participants: Residents of the Arsenal and employees of A1

•

Contact Information:
o

Web: http://www.kraeuterzaun.at.tt/

© b2c media
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Building Greenery
Building greening carries a crucial role in improving the city climate, as it serves many helpful
functions. In tight living situations where green is lacking and land is in high demand, green roofs
and facades raise the quality of life and have a positive impact on wellbeing and health.
Well-designed, species-rich, green spaces give animals and insects more room to live within the
city, playing an important role in urban biodiversity, as well as raising the aesthetic and physical
worth of a property. These spaces also create large drainage and storage areas for rainwater, and
as water evaporates across plants and substrates, the surrounding air cools, reducing the city’s
thermal pollution. They are also resistant to extreme heat and cold, which lengthens the life of
the buildings they rest upon. Urban greenery can be applied and constructed in many ways, so
there are solutions that either cost little, or are extensive in their maintenance.
As the center for green urban development, GrünStattGrau Research and Innovation GmbH
is available to help with any urban greening projects.

© GrünStattGrau
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Garden Initiatives for Children
Practice starts early for those who want to become urban gardeners!
There are a few initiatives, made especially for children, which provide the opportunity for handson learning in the garden.
There are other opportunities for children too, such as “Eule Wien” (Owl Vienna) or “Schule
am Bauernhof” (School on the Farm).
Kinder-Garten! Pädagogikgarten (Education Garden)

Practice starts early for those who want to become urban gardeners! In this garden program, kids
learn that plants need time and care to grow into ripe, delicious food. But the highlight for these
little gardeners is always the harvest: when the vegetables can be tasted, herbs gathered, and
berries picked, patience is finally rewarded!
The Pädagogikgarten (educational garden) is an ideal opportunity for children of the city
to see where fruit and vegetables come from, and to learn how they arrive on our table.
Come visit the garden and enjoy the flourishing garden beds!
Kinder-Garten! - Pädagogikgarten
•

Address: Schütte-Lihotzky-Park, 1050 Wien

•

Size: 5 children’s raised beds

•

Sponsorship: GB*East, Bezirksvorstehung, MA 42

•

Established: 2015

•

Participants: Childrens groups from KIWI, Kleiner Stern Abendstern

•

Plants:
o

Vegetables, herb, and flower beds

•

Events:

•

Contact Information:

o

Spring festival
Email: ost@gbstern.at
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NASCH – Natur als Schule (nature as school)

Two trained educators come to the children in schools, kindergartens and families to create
and garden areas together. Nature experience areas for children made by children
themselves.
Examples of offers:
•
•

Building raised beds, laying out and planting soil beds - handicraft and gardening
Depending on age, learn interesting facts, listen to songs and stories, be
independent and learn by doing research
Consider, sketch and create garden areas
Creating habitat for native animals and plants and of course for children

•
•

Contact Information:
•

DI Johanna Biesenbender, landscape planner and kindergarten teacher

•

Mag. Silvia Schachinger, teacher and mathematician

•

E-Mail: post@naturalsschule.at

•

Web: www.naturalsschule.at

•

Tel: 0699-10849513

City Farm Augarten

After 5 successful years in Schönbrunn, the City Farm was terminated at its location. As an alternative,
they have been offered buildings and garden areas in Vienna’s Augarten in the 2nd district. More than
4,000 m² of urban open space offer all the prerequisites for a unique urban living and learning garden,
managed according to the principles of organic farming. Children’s and theme beds are linked by the
path of vegetable diversity, where countless species and varieties grow, that can not be bought in any
supermarket. There is a wide spectrum of garden programs for children, teenagers, and adults yearround.
City Farm Augarten
•

Address: Obere Augartenstraße 1C, 1020 Wien

•

Sponsorship:City Farm Augarten – Verein zur Förderung aviable from Urban Gardening,
Gartenpädagogik und ökologischer Bildung (Association for the Promotion of Urban Gardening,
Garden Education, and Ecological Education)

•

Target Groups: Adults, children, families, school classes, kindergartens, and teachers

•

Gardening Season: year-round

•

Events, offers, and other info:
o

Programs for adults, children, families, school classes, kindergartens, and teachers

o

Raritätenbörse (“Treasure Fair“)

•

Contact Information:

•

Email: info@cityfarm.wien
o

Web: cityfarm.wien

o

Tel: 01 8135 950 215

o

Tel: 0660 66 48 450
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NALELA – Space for Knowledge and Nature

Nalela is an educational workshop on a farm in the middle of Lobau. It is a place for people
of all ages who seek to learn from nature—such as getting up close to farm animals, or
producing natural cosmetics.
NALELA – Place for Knowledge and Nature
•

Address: Naufahrtweg 14, 1220 Wien

•

Gardening Season: year-round, dates by appointment

•

Duration: 2 to 3 hours (workshops), all day (farm holidays)

•

Target Groups: Kindergartens, children’s groups, familes, adults, and seniors

•

Events, offers, and other info:

•

o

Many different workshops for every target group

o

All-day support during Summer, Easter, and semester holidays

o

Birthday parties

Contact Information:
o

Email: info@nalela.at

o

Web: www.nalela.at

o

Tel: 0681 / 818 508 86
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Experience diversity in the garden of BIO FORSCHUNG AUSTRIA

What do plants eat? How deep do roots reach into the soil? What does “organic” mean?
In “Garten der Vielfalt” (Garden of Diversity), students learn about the amazing wealth of
edible plants. Depending on the season and program, students can plant or harvest peas,
smell culinary herbs, taste tomatoes, or dig up potatoes to take home. There are about
200 different species of plants to admire.
A healthy variety of vegetables needs a rich soil life: educational stations show the
movement of earthworms, microscopic microbial communities, and the secret underground
life of plants in the “Wurzelschaugarten” (Root Garden).
Experience the foundations of our diet in the organic garden!

Garten der Vielfalt (Garden of Diversity)
•

Address: Esslinger Hauptstr. 132-134, 1220 Wien

•

Size: ca. 1,5 ha

•

Supervised by: Bio Forschung Austria

•

Gardening Season: April-October, Monday to Friday – dates by appointment

•

Duration: about 2 hours for elementary schools, and 3 hours for students above 5th grade

•

Target Groups: Students aged 5-18, as well as children and adults!

•

Cultivated Plants:
o

•

Fruit, vegetables, cereals, herbs, plants for promoting pollinators, green spaces

Events:
o

Tage der offenen Gartentüre – Day of the Open Garden Door

o

Organic gardening course

o

Tag der Artenvielfalt – Biodiversity Day

•

Contact Information:

•

Email: schulklassen@bioforschung.at

•

Web: BFA – Workshops für Schulklassen

•

Tel: 01-4000-49 160 (Tue, Thu 10:00 – 12:00, Wed, Fri, 13:00 – 15:00)

© Bio Forschung Austria
© MA 25
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Fruit in Public Spaces
The association "ObstStadt Wien" (Fruit City Vienna) plants fruit trees in the city together with
committed people, promotes, cultivates and multiplies fruit for all. Fruit tree patrons plant trees
and care about them as long es they are young and need irrigation. Everybody can come and
harvest according to the fair use principle. The concept was brought to Vienna in 2018 by the
partner organisations ObstStadt Wien, Lokale AgendaDonaustadt (Local Agenda 21) and
Ökosoziales Forum Wien. Together with the district administration of the 22nd district and the MA
45 - Wiener Gewässer, the first fruit trees could be planted on the "Donauinsel", an inundation
dam with great participation of the pupulation. There are either 2 online tools (Mundraub &
Fruchtfliege), which map publicly accessible fruit trees with Google Maps and publishes their
locations. The sites of wild, unused, or public fruit trees, berries, and herbs can be registered and
accessed by any user on an interactive map. Some basic rules call for respecting private property,
taking care not to harm the trees and the surrounding flora and fauna. Since launching in 2009,
more than half a million people have accessed the site, and several hundred are actively working
on the online fruit tree map.

Mundraub

Fruchtfliege

•

Address: Trees and bushes on public land

•

Sponsoring Organization:

•

Address: Trees and bushes on public
land

TerraConcordia gUG

•

•

Established: 2009

•

•

Contact Information:

Participants: All interested
Contact Information:
o Email: fruchtfliege.vienna@gmail.com

o

Email: info@mundraub.org

o Web: fruchtfliege.crowdmap.com

o

Web: www.mundraub.org

o App: frucht-fliege.blogspot.co.at/

o

FB:
facebook.com/groups/mundraubaustria

ObstStadt Wien (Fruit City Vienna)
•

Adress: Trees and bushes on public land
•

Sponsoring Organization: Verein
Obststadt Wien, LA21 Donaustadt,
Ökosoziales Forum, MA45, Bezirk
Donaustadt

•

Participants: Verein ObstStadt Wien,
BaumpatInnen

•

Established:: Oktober 2018

•

Contact Information:
o

Web: wien.obststadt.at

o

Irmi Hubauer

o

E-Mail:info@obststadt.at

o

Mobil:

© PlanSinn

+43 (0)650 4134 678
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Community Made Agriculture (CMA)
"Community Made Agriculture" is a special form of collective agriculture. Here, people try
to subsist on their own garden of vegetables, herbs, and sometimes even fruit, and also
use the garden as a political and socio-economic statement. The CMA motto is, "do not live
at the expense of others! – not at the expense of nature, and not at the expense of people
in low-wage countries."
The owner of the farmland is only involved in this form of solidarity farming through the
land tenancy, and sometimes infrastructure, such as greenhouses, access to water, etc.
CMAs are organized like community gardens, but produce food both for sale and for
personal use.
In order to grow vegetables as efficiently as possible, all plants of one kind are put into the
same bed, sometimes in a system of mixed crops. For example, one plant bed might only
be used for onions and carrots for the whole community. Members share the responsibilty
of garden care by choosing the specific vegetables they wish look after for the entire
season, and the more responsibilty a member takes on, the more they get to harvest.
LaaerBergbauern – Eco-social agriculture at Laaer Berg in Vienna

A CMA was established at Laaer Berg in 2017, where local organic vegetables are produced
through community work and division of labor. Laaer Berg farmers want members to
contribute ecologically, politically, and socially through meaningful participation and
responsibility as “prosumers” on a piece of land. Together, the community creates a
beautiful place for the whole family, where people can engage in healthy outdoor activity.
Anyone interested can become members, adopt a tree, or participate in intercultural
exchanges, such as sightseeing tours, field days, and festivals.
•

Address (Association Office):
Recreation area Löwygrube/Vogental, 1100 Wien
Kempelengasse 16/44,1100 Wien – Land in Laaer Wald-Vogental

•

Size of the Garden: 7.000 m2, ca. 1/3 Fuitgarden, 150 m2 Water collection area; 50 m2 Foiltunnel

•

Established: 2017

•

Field Days: Sat 10:00 – 17:00

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: Post@LaaerBergbauern.Wien

o

Web: http://www.laaerbergbauern.wien; www.lbb.wien

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/Gemeinsame-Landwirtschaft-am-Laaerberg1974403482787243/

o

Tel: 0650413 46 78
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Wilde Rauke

"Gemeinsame Landwirtschaft Wilde Rauke” (Wilde Rauke Collective Agriculture) is a selforganized community garden in Stammersdorf. At a picturesque location on the Marchfeld
Canal, the members work sustainably and organically on one hectare of land, where a
variety of vegetables and fruits are harvested. Working together is one special feature of
the community garden: from soil cultivation to seeding, plant care, watering, and
harvesting — everything is done as a community.
•

Address
Vereinslokal: Cordobaplatz 1/5/27, 1210 Wien
Neu-Stammersdorf, zwiochen Orasteig und Marchfeldkanal, 1210 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: 10.000 m2, ca. 3.000 m2 vegetable cultivation, 1.500m2 meadow orchard with
30 Fruit-trees, 1.500 m2 brownfields, 4.000 m2 winter rye as mulch material
•

Established: May 2012

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: wilderauke@gmx.at

o

Web: www.wwoof.at

o

Tel: 0699 199 072 60

Die LoBauerInnen (The Lobau Farmers)

Since 2012, about 60 CMA members have been cultivating a 4000 m² field and 500 m²
greenhouse in Vienna's Lobau, using land rented from the city of Vienna. One reason the
“LoBauerInnen” founded the association was to take responsibility of their diet and become
independent of the food system. They stand for species diversity, try to collect their own
seeds, host workshops, and enjoy experimenting. Anyone who would like to participate or
learn more is welcome to contact the association or stop by the farm.
Die LoBauerInnen
•

Address: Naufahrtweg 14 (Greenhouses), opposite a 5000 m2 field, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: 4000 m²

•

Established: 2012 The Grünstern- Lobau Farmers / 2014 The Lobau Farmers

•

Field Days: Wed & Sun 10:00 – 16:00

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: info@lobauerinnen.at

o

Web: www.lobauerinnen.at

o

Web: https://www.facebook.com/dielobauerinnen

o

Tel: 0664 611 01 06
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Barangay Center Austria

Since 2016 the association „Barangay Center Austria“ promotes the integration and wellbeing of refugees from the Philippines by running a special type of community supported
agriculture (known as Community Made Agriculture) in Vienna. By now 25 families enjoy
working together in the Lobau area. Their focus is to cultivate herbs and vegetables from
the Philippines as well as wild varieties (österr. oderzusätz philippinische?). Additionally
cooking, eating and celebrating is part of this community. All income is used to fund a
school programme for children of indigenous Filipinos who were displaced by the
government and large corporations.
While the main emphasis is on scientific and organic farming, young people are able to
learn about their human rights and defend them.
Barangay Center Austria
•

Address:
Office of the Association: Jedlersdorferstr. 99/17/8, 1210 Wien,
opposite Naufahrtweg 14, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: 2.130 m2,

•

Established: 2010 Association / 2016 field in the Lobau

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: unlayaocristy@gmail.com

o

FB: www.facebook.com/BarangayCenter

o

Tel: 0669 150 512 94

Paradiesgarten – Operation grüner Daumen (Operation green thumb)

The "Operation grüner Daumen" Association supports the spread of urban organic farming,
and aims to promote the common good. They see active engagement with people and
nature as a viable way to eliminate prejudice and counteract social anxiety. The association
sees itself as a social, political, and educational community.
Members of the association have been cultivating a 1-hectare area in Lobau since 2014 –
the “Paradiesgarten" (Garden of Paradise). Vegetables, fruits, and the communal area are
jointly financed.
Paradiesgarten
•

Address: Between Naufahrtweg 14 and Schilfweg 28, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: 10.000 m2

•

Established: 2012 / since 2014 the field in the Lobau

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: Contact Information@gruenerdaumen.org

o

FB: https://www.facebook.com/OperationGruenerDaumen

o

Tel: 0676 695 44 88
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Gemeinschaftsgarten Kraut & Blüten

Due to widespread interest, a new community garden was built for residents of Seestadt,
under the "Community Made Agriculture" concept. Gardeners will manage the garden
together, and then share in the harvest.
CMA Seestadt
•

Address:
Office: Simone-de-Beauvoir Platz 1/3/12, 1220 Wien
Seestadt Aspern Madame d’Ora Park, 1220 Wien

•

Size of the Garden: 1.000 m2

•

Established: 2018

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: kraut-und-blüten@gmx.at

o

Web: www.aspern-seestadt.at – CMA Seestadt

o

FB: www.facebook.com/krautundblueten/

o

Tel: 0660 456 99 78
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Share Garden
Meine.Deine.Gartenzeit - initiative brings together people with and without
gardens
Gardens have been considered a privilege not only since the beginning of the crisis. They
combine

tranquility,

nature

and

the

private

sphere.

The

Austria-wide

initiative

Meine.Deine.Gartenzeit (mine your garden time) wants to share garden happiness and
brings people with and without gardens together.
The principle is quite simple: some offer a garden on time, the others look for one.
Prerequisite for it is only a registration on the platform www.gartenteilen.at. The first
contact is made anonymously, if desired. The two parties decide when and in what form
they want to exchange data and what the next steps are. This is completely individual;
people work it out directly.
First and foremost, it's about spending time in the garden. Whether visitors are also allowed
to exercise their green thumbs, and if so, how and where exactly, is agreed on an individual
basis. That's why it makes sense for host and guest to discuss the rules in advance that
will help them both to feel comfortable.
The most important rules when sharing a garden:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Voluntary, no commercial purpose
Target radius: maximum 20 kilometers from your own home
Number of participants per garden: max. 4 people from one household
Minimum age: 18 years
First getting to know each other in an anonymous chat
Self-determined data exchange
Individual garden rules/agreements
Personal contact via window chat or short exchange with distance

© Gartenteilen
© MA 25
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WWOOF – Volunteer on Organic Farms
The WWOOF Project (World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms) is for those who want
a taste of organic farm life, rather than the responsibility of a farm for the whole season.
After registering as a volunteer, anyone can go to work on a WWOOF farm, where food
and housing are provided as payment. There are five farms in Vienna that offer this, for
anyone interested.

WWOOF
•

Address: Organic farms in the whole world

•

Sponsoring Organization: WWOOF Österreich – Martina Almer

•

Participants: All interested

•

Contact Information:
o

Email: office@wwoof.at

o

Web: www.wwoof.at

o

Telefon: +43 (676) 50 51 639 (18-20 Uhr)
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Provision of Local Vegetables
For city dwellers, there are even more ways to get fresh green produce. On one hand are
the Vienna Grocery Markets, as well as farms, which offer fresh vegetables from Monday
to Saturday. On the other hand, many organic farms offer fully-stocked "Bio-Kistl" (organic
farm share boxes) that can be sent directly to your home every week. Most farms offer a
variety of box sizes and produce types to choose from. If you are looking for a direct link
to Austrias organic farms, the quickest way is at biomaps.at.
The model of community supported agriculture offers the possibility to be supplied with
vegetables for one season by the market garden for a membership fee, either by means
of a ready-packed box or by freely taking vegetables from a provided assortment. In Food
Cooperatives, members can self-organize to buy vegetables directly from local producers.
The organization of a food coop is determined by its members and can therefore look
different. MILA, Austria’s first participatory supermarket is currently being set up in Vienna.

© Bio Forschung Austria
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Organic Products of Austria
If you are looking for a direct link to local organic farms, the quickest way is at biomaps.at.
Here you can find organic food, but also textiles, cosmetics, household goods, and even
Christmas trees. The website also indicates how these products are distributed, such as
home delivery, farm shops, organic catering service, or from a self-harvest field.
The website also offers additional information and services, like farm tours, farm holidays,
and leisure activities.
Web: www.biomaps.at
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Stadtlandwirschaft Wien (Urban Agriculture in Vienna)

City and agriculture - two worlds that merge in Vienna: one sixth of the capital's area is
used for agriculture today. Vienna lives and breathes urban agriculture. That means fresh
products,

grown

just

a

few

kilometers

away.

The

app

and

homepage

by

"Stadtlandwirtschaft Wien" show you the most direct way to Viennese products – harvestfresh and without detours. It helps you find the producers of vegetables, fruit, wine, honey,
mushrooms, ornamental plants, and even snails, which are all cultivated and processed in
Vienna. The app shows you where to shop directly from the farm, and can take you right
to the nearest farmer's market.
App:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=wien.stadtlandwirtschaft.stadtlandwirtschaft

Web: http://stadtlandwirtschaft.wien/

© LK Wien
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Solidarische Landwirtschaft (Community Supported
Agriculture)
Community Supported Agriculture is based on a community of consumers who support a
farmer with regular contributions, making the farmer less dependent on trade chains and
less subject to natural hardships. This group of people finances the cost of a professional
vegetable farm for one season or year, and recieves local, high-quality, fresh produce –
but also bears the risk of crop failure (from things like bad weather or pests). This concept
is being implemented in and around Vienna by Gärtnerhof Ochsenherz and Biohof Radl.
CSA Biohof Radl

With a regular contribution, members can "rent" a piece of farmland (about 40 m2) to be
managed by the Radl family. Every week, members are provided with produce from their
farm share, which can be picked up either at the farm, or at the former BioVegan2Go shop
in Vienna – kind and quality of the produce will depend on growing season and weather.
Week by week, Biohof Radl offers the largest selection of seasonal, certified-organic
vegetables. Members can choose between a full membership with 24 boxes of produce, or
a partial membership with 12. Through informational material, community nights, and
active cooperation in farm-work days, a sense community is grown and strengthened at
Biohof Radl.
CSA Biohof Radl
•

Membership Offer: Agreement is valid for 1 Season – 12/24x weekly delivery of ready-packed
produce box
Pausing delivery (e.g. for travel) and picking up farm share at another time is possible

•

Delievery Area: Pickup-point in Vienna 7th District, or on the farm

•

Price:
o

Full Membership (24 Boxes): 499 € /season (Mid-May – Mid/late November)

o

Partial Membership (12 Boxes): 290 € /season (Mid-May – Mid/late November)

o

Following the end of the membership during the season, additional weekly harvest shares can
be purchased for € 20.79 (full members) or € 24.17 (partial members)

•

•

Events:
o

Farm-work days

o

Community nights

o

Meetings

Contact Information:
o

Address: Hirschstettner Straße 85, 1220 Wien

o

Email: info@biohof-radl.at

o

Tel: 0699 1 51 64 061

o

Web:biohof-radl.at/csa/

o

FB: facebook.com/BiohofRadl
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Gela - Gärtnerhof Ochsenherz

There are two ways to get involved with the Collective Agriculture Project at Ochsenherz
garden market. First, members can sign up for a weekly delivery of ready-packed vegetable
shares. Between spring and autumn, the farm team provides 26 boxes of produce to be
picked up every Tuesday, and the pickup points are organized by harvest participants
themselves. The produce boxes are available in 2 sizes (1 or 2 shares) and in the main
harvest season, contain about 10 different types of vegetables, as well as herbs. Second,
members have the option to pick-and-choose an assortment of vegetables at produce
stand once a week. Participants enjoy helping out with the stand as another way to get
involved.
Gela – Gärtnerhof Ochsenherz
•

Membership Offer: Agreement is valid for 1 Season - 26x weekly delivery of ready-packed
produce box, or 1x/week pick-and-choose assortment box

•

Delievery Area: Currently 9 pickup-points in Vienna, or on the farm

•

Price: 112 € per share/month

•

Events:

•

o

Assistance days: March – October, every Wednesday from 9:00 – 17:00

o

Action days: March – October, every first Saturday of the month

o

Work group: Meets once a month

Contact Information:
o

Address: Tannengasse 1/22, 2230 Gänserndorf

o

Email: gela@ochsenherz.at

o

Homepage: www.ochsenherz.at

o

FB: www.facebook.com/groups/ochsenherz/?fref=ts

Ackerschön

Solawi Ackerschön has been supplying households in Vienna and Hasendorf with fresh
vegetables all year round since the beginning of 2018. A large variety of vegetables are
grown on the 5ha farm, which is home to about 100 members of the association.
•

Offer: agreement valid for one season from February

•

Price: 118€ per month (for 2020/21)

•

Delivery area: Servitenplatz, 1090 Vienna or ex Hof.

•

Events:

•

o

Workdays (currently every 4th Saturday of the month)

o

Seasonal festivals

Contact Information:
o

Address: Hasendorf 51, 3454 Sitzenberg-Reidling, Lower Austria

o
o
o

Email: info@ackerschön.at
Tel: 0699 18125052
Web: http://www.ackerschön.at/
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Ouvertura

Ouvertura is a young solidarity agriculture in Moosbrunn, Lower Austria. In order for good
food and an intact nature to be there for everyone, agriculture needs freedom, which it
cannot take away in the global price war. Therefore the farm has left the market economy
and now finances itself together with all the people it feeds. Sharing the harvest is shared
fairly among them.
Each member chooses the financial contribution himself. Because fairness does not come
about by treating everyone equally, but by creating equal conditions for everyone.
The food can be picked up in ready-packed boxes at pick-up points in Vienna, Mauer,
Mödling, Gänserndorf and Moosbrunn. If you prefer to put together your own box, the
"Free removal area" near the Naschmarkt is the best place to go.
•

Offer: Boxes with seasonal food (delivery every second Tuesday) or "Free removal" at
Kettenbrückengasse 2/3, 1060 Vienna (since March 2020, every second Friday)

•

Delivery area: 10 collection points in Vienna, 2 in Mödling, 2 in Gänserndorf and one each in
Enzersdorf and Moosbrunn

•

•

Price: 90€/month or 1080€/Year, approx. 60€ tree sponsorship

•

Events:
o

Spring and harvest festivals

o

Action days and workshops

o

weekly working group meetings

Contact Information:

o
o
o

Adress: Prügelweg in 2441 Mitterndorf an der Fischa
Email: office@ouvertura.at
Homepage: https://www.ouvertura.at
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Bio-Kisterl Providers with Delivery and Pickup in Vienna
Many organic farms offer "Bio-Kisterln," boxes of organic fruits and vegetables that can be
delivered directly to your home. Most offer select box sizes and produce types, as well as
the opportunity to choose your own vegetables. Delivery is usually divided by district on
certain days of the week, and customers can choose if they want to recieve their box
weekly, or less often (not all suppliers). Almost all farms have a store or warehouse where
customers can go to buy vegetables. There are currently more than 15 farms in Vienna
listed by the "DIE UMWELTBERATUNG" (Environmental Counsel).
Biohof Adamah
•

Bioschatzkistl

Supply Vienna and eastern Lower Austia

•

(https://www.adamah.at/UnserLiefergebiet)
18 different box types, including vegetable

district, in and around Vienna
•

Fruit and vegetable boxes in various

and fruit boxes, mother-child box, office

sizes; additionally, bread, wine, juices

and school box, juice box, local box, or

and eggs

sausage and cheese packages, as well as
•

Supply Burgenland, Bruck a.d. Leitha

•

Oberer Satzweg 17

lettuce and raw food box

7100 Neusiedl am See

Work group Zoubek Family

Tel. 0664 91 39 95 8

2282 Markgrafneusiedl, Glinzendorf 7

office@bioschatzkistl.at

Tel. 02248 2224-0 Fax 02248 2224-20

www.bioschatzkistl.at

biohof@adamah.at
Biomitter

www.adamah.at

•
Bioigel
•

the west to St. Pölten, south to
Supply weekly all over Vienna and around

Semmering)

Korneuburg
•
•

Supply Vienna and Niederösterreich (in

•

14 different boxes in different sizes,

Organic boxes, as well as individual orders

including juice boxes and the Vegi-

with only local, seasonal and organic food

week box, cheese and sausage

Untere Hauptstraße 19

packages

2111 Tresdorf

•

Römerweg 14A

Tel: 0650 8718851

2384 Breitenfurt

office@bioigel.at

Tel. 02239 342 81

www.bioigel.at

Fax 02239 342 81-4
office@biomitter.at
www.biomitter.at
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Die Bioreisenbäuerinnen
•
•

Biogemüse Hopf

Supply Vienna, Wiener Neustadt,

•

Supply weekly from June to end of January

Neunkirchen and Bucklige Welt

•

boxes to different pick up stations in Vienna,

- Young beef, cereal products from
spelt, emmer, einkorn and rye,

Schwechat and Gänserndorf
•

Hauptstraße 80

farmer's bread, juices, seasonal

•

2286 Haringsee

specialties (Christmas cookies,

•

Mobil 0676 3127749

Easter eggs, barbecue specialties,

•

FB:

young plants,)

https://www.facebook.com/BiogemuseHopf/?fref

Königsegg 17

=tsJahbauer

2851 Krumbach
•

Mobil 0676/9712208 or 0650/3011766

•

E-Mail:

Waldviertler Gemüsemanufaktur
•

delivers weekly pre-ordered Boxes to Vienna,
pick-up is at Kutschkermark in the 18th district,

bioreisenbaeuerin@kraeuteregg.at
•

every Tuesday between 17-19:00

Web: www.kraeuteregg.at
•

Iris Speiser

Bioradl

3753 Raisdorf 36

•

Supply Vienna, districts 1-9, and 20.

•

•

Mobil 0664 333 88 93

district, on request also 12., 14.,

E-Mail: post@biogemuesemanufaktur.at

15., 16., 17. district

Web: http://biogemüsemanufaktur.at/

cheese, bread, sausage, milk,
vegetables, fruit, juices, organic
meat, organic fish, honey, coffee,

Bio Ferdl
•

deliveries in Lower Austria, Upper Austria,
Vienna, Burgenland and Salzburg

cereal products
•

Web: www.bioradl.at

•

Selection of different boxes with fruit and
vegetables

Distelfink

•

•

Kirchenholzstraße 8

Delivery to different pickup stations

•

4063 Hörsching

in Vienna, Klosterneuburg and

•

Tel: 07221 90660

St.Andrä-Wördern

•

E-Mail: office@bioferdl.at

Solidary agriculture with weekly

•

Web: www.bioferdl.at

Biokistl delivery from June to
November
•

Schredengasse 31

Markta
•

Deliveries throughout Austria

3423 St. Andrä-Wördern

Digital farmers' market with sustainable

•

E-Mail: office@distelfink.bio

products from small producers*,

•

Web: www.distelfink.bio

large assortment of high-quality food, some
organic

Paradeisa
•

Tel: +43 1 4026870

•

E-Mail: support@markta.at

•

Web: www.markta.at

Onlineshop with pickup stations in
Vienna and Lower Austria

•

•

Regional food from various small

GeLa Ochsenherz
•

Delivery to 13 different pick-up locations in
Vienna and the surrounding area

farmers*; partly organic
•

Tel: +43 681 10 30 79 98

•

Regional Demeter vegetables from Gänserndorf

•

E-Mail: info@paradeisa.at

•

Solidarity farming with weekly Biokistl delivery

•

Web: www.paradeisa.at

from June to November
•

Fuchsenwaldstraße 90
2230 Gänserndorf South,

•

E-Mail: gela-mitgliedschaft@ochsenherz.at
Web: www.ochsenherz.at
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Markt der Erde - Kistl
•

Deliveries Neusiedl am See, Eisenstadt,

Obsthaus
•

Bruck an der Leitha, Klosterneuburg and
•

Delivery of ready-assembled boxes in Vienna and
surroundings

Vienna.

•

fresh fruit and vegetables, partly organic

-Individually orderable Kistl, filled with

•

Tel: +43 1 615 61 25

products of the Slow Food market from the

•

E-Mail: mail@obsthaus.at

region around Parndorf, e.g. fruit and

•

Web: www.obsthaus.at

vegetables, preserves, sausage, meat,
cheese, etc., partly organic
www.pinka.at/markt-der-erde-kistl

Rita Bringt’s
•

Basket with fresh food or with food for stock,
additionally organic delivery service of readymade meals, delivered by cargo bike in Vienna

Waldviertler Eden Hofkollektiv

•

Tel.: +43 1 361 77 22

•

Deliver to several pick-up locations in

•

E-Mail: support@ritabringts.at

Vienna. Solidarity farming with weekly

•

Web: www.ritabringts.at

delivery from June, orders of a share of the
harvest for the whole year.

Waldviertler Eden Hofkollektiv
•

Deliver to several collection locations in Vienna.

•

Mobile: 0664 91 61 906

•

E-mail: biohof@gmx.at

Solidary agriculture with weekly delivery from

Web: www.hofkollektiv-waldviertler-

June on, orders of a harvest share for the whole

eden.com

year
•

Mobil: 0664 91 61 906
E-Mail: biohof@gmx.at
Web: www.hofkollektiv-waldviertler-eden.com

© Gerhard Zoubek Vertriebs-KG
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Grocery Markets
Vienna has 17 permanent- and 5 temporary food markets. Permanent markets are held
Monday through Saturday. Temporary markets are held weekly, and market stalls are
only set up on certain days of the week.
The spectrum ranges from smaller markets, serving mainly locals, to large markets,
which attract thousands of citizens and visitors week after week. Goods range from
seasonal food directly from the producer, to delicacies from all over the world. Many
markets also offer culinary shops, which invite customers to taste and experience the
food.
(Source from: https://www.wien.gv.at/freizeit/einkaufen/maerkte/lebensmittel/index.html)

Permanent Markets

Weekly Markets

•

Brunnenmarkt

•

Temporary Markt Altgasse

•

Floridsdorfer Markt

•

Temporary Bio-Markt Freyung

•

Gersthofer Markt

•

Temporary Markt Freyung

•

Hannovermarkt

•

Temporary Markt in front of Mariahilf

•

Johann-Nepomuk-Vogl Markt

•

Karmelitermarkt

•

Temporary Markt Wacquantgasse

•

Kutschkermarkt

•

Temporary Markt Stadlau

•

Meidlinger Markt

•

Meiselmarkt

•

Naschmarkt

•

Nußdorfer Markt

•

Rochusmarkt

•

Schwendermarkt

•

Sonnbergmarkt

•

Viktor-Adler-Markt

•

Volkertmarkt

•

Vorgartenmarkt

Church

© Stadt Wien
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Food-Coops
Food Cooperatives are associations that self-organize the purchase and distribution of
locally-produced, organic, and socially-just food. They see themselves as an alternative to
the common food and agricultural system, and generally pursue a deliberate debate on the
subject of nutrition. Food coops are organized by its members, so each one is a little
different. Tasks such as picking up vegetables, typing the order list, loading services,
managing the homepage, etc., are discussed at regular meetings and divided among
members. Workshops and presentations help spread the idea, and occasional food
excursions help members to meet and learn about producers. The extent of involvement
is up to members themselves. Membership fees are collected for things like storage space,
where everyone can pick up their food orders. The cooperatives are open to anyone
interested. Further information, and a list of all Austrian food cooperatives can be found at
www.foodcoops.at. There are currently 34 in Vienna:
FoodCoop Möhrengasse

LebensMittelPunkt HaWei

•

Adress: Scholzgasse 13, 1020 Wien

•

Adress: Hauptstraße 116, 1140 Wien

•

E-Mail: info@moehrengasse.at

•

E-Mail: info@lebensmittelpunkt-hawei.at

•

Web: www.moehrengasse.at/

•

Web: https://lebensmittelpunkt-hawei.at

Schraubenfabrik

FoodCoop Allmunde

•

Adress: Lilienbrunngasse 18, 1020 Wien

•

Adress: Alberichgasse 8, 1150 Wien

•

E-Mail: office@schraubenfabrik.at

•

Email: info@allmunde.org

•

Web: http://www.schraubenfabrik.at/space/

•

Web: http://www.allmunde.org/

FoodCoop Markhof
•

Adress: Markhofgasse 19, 1030 Wien

•

Email: Kontaktformular auf HP

•

Web: https://foodcoop.markhof.wien/

D’Speis
•

Adress: Markgraf-Rüdiger-Straße 14, 1150
Wien

•

Email: info@speis.org

•

Web: www.speis.org/

FoodCoop Klappertopf
•

Adress: Rabengasse 2-10, Stiege 60, 1030

Vegan Foodcoop

Wien

•

Adress: Geibelgasse 23, 1150 Wien

•

Email: foodcoop1030@gmail.com

•

Email: veganfoodcoop@gmail.com

•

Web: www.klappertopf.at

•

Web: https://www.veganfoodcoop.at

FoodCoop Vorratskammer
•

Adress: Schönburgstraße 16, 1040 Wien

•

Email: info@foodcoop1040.at

•

Web: http://foodcoop1040.at/

FoodCoop Einkorn
•

Adress: Paletzgasse 32, Eingang in
Seitenberggasse, 1160 Wien

•

Email: info@1korn.at
Web: www.1korn.at

FoodCoop Herz & Rübe
•

Adress: Obere Amtshausg. 34, 1050 Wien

FoodCoop Die Gabln

•

Email: herzruabn@foodcoops.info

•

Address: Gablenzgasse 116, 1160 Wien

•

Web: https://herzruabn.foodcoops.info/

•

Email: info@diegabln.at

•

Web: http://diegabln.at/

FoodCoop Pumpkin
•

Adress: Gumpendorferstraße 106, 1060 Wien

•

Email: pumpkin.foodcoop@gmx.at
Web: http://foodcoops.at/?p=522
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Neubauer Foodcoop

FoodCoop Radieschenbund

•

Adress: Stiftgasse 8, 1070 Wien

•

Adress: Ottakringerstr. 18, 1170 Wien

•

Email: info@neubauer.fcoop.at

•

Email: info@radieschenbund.at

Web: https://neubauer.fcoop.at

Web: www.radieschenbund.at

FoodCoop Nuss – Nachhaltig und sozial speisen

FoodCoop Rübezahl 17

•

Adress: Faxi-Garage, Zieglergasse 44, 1070

•

Email: cereals@riseup.net

•

Wien

Mia Pastinaken
•

Adress: Piaristengasse 32, 1080 Wien

•

Email: info@miapastinaken.fcoop.at

•

Web: https://www.agendajosefstadt.at/gruppe-

•

Email: ruebezahl1170@gmail.com

•

Web: http://rübezahl17.at/

FoodCoop Bioparadeis
•

detail/foodcoop-im-8en.html
•

Email: info@bioparadeis.org

•

Web: www.bioparadeis.org/

Adress: Schwarzspanierstraße 15/1/6, 1090
Wien

BOKU FoodCoop

E-Mail: gklanert@gmx.at

•

Web: https://kukuruz-foodcoop.org
FoodCoop Food X

E-Mail: foodcoop.boku@gmail.com
Web: foodcoop.boku.ac.at

Adress: Columbusgasse 47 (Ecke
Quellenstraße) im Innenhof, 1100 Wien

•

Adress: BOKU Base Peter-Jordan Str.76.
Haus der Studierenden 3. Stock, 1190 Wien

•
•

Adress: Bäckenbrünnlgasse 9Souterrainlokal, 1180 Wien

FoodCoop Kukuruz
•

Adress: Hernalser Hauptstraße 36, 1170

FoodCoop Naschkastl 2.0

E-Mail: info@foodx.at

•

Web: www.foodx.at/index.php

Adress: bei U- und S-Bahnstation
Handelskai, 1200 Wien

•
K.istL.

E-Mail: naschkastl@foodcoops.at
Web: http://foodcoops.at/?p=447

•

Adress: 1100 Wien

•

E-Mail: kistl@nachhaltig.at

•

Web: www.facebook.com/kistl.oeko.fair.nahe/

FoodCoop Floridsdorf

Kollerabi
•

Adress: Maria-Lassnig-Straße 32/28,1100 Wien

•

E-Mail: info@kollerabi.fcoop.at

•

Web: https://kollerabi.fcoop.at

Adress Gierstergasse 7/7, 1120 Wien

•

Email: foodcoop.meidling@gmail.com

•

Web: http://foodcoops.at/?p=631

Adress: Pragerstraße 13/1A, 1210 Wien
E-Mail: kontakt@fc-floridsdorf.at
Web: http://www.fc-floridsdorf.at/

FairNaWi
•

Adress: Jedleseer Straße 66-94/21/10,
1210 Wien

FoodCoop Löwenzahn 1. FC Meidling
•

•
•
•

•

E-Mail: fairnawi@a1.net

•

Web: https://fairnawi.org/

Butz & Stingl FoodCoop Lobau

FoodCoop Der Fresskorb
•

Adress: Bürogemeinschaft „Yurp“, 1140 Wien

•

Email: fresskorb@riseup.net

•

Web: http://foodcoops.at/?p=322

•

Adress: Pappelweg 3, 1220 Wien

•

E-Mail: kontakt@butzundstingl.net

•

Web: http://tagebuch.butzundstingl.net/

SeeFoodCoop
•

Adress: Maria-Tusch-Straße 2/1/5, 1220
Wien
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•

Email: kontakt@seefoodcoop.eu

•

Web: http://www.seefoodcoop.eu/

MILA – participatory supermarket
Austria’s first participatory supermarket is currently being set up in Vienna. MILA, the
participatory supermarket, will offer low-priced, high-quality food to all members. The
members determine the assortment according to their preferences and values. MILA offers
the full assortment and the opening hours of a conventional supermarket. However,
through purchasing, we will pursue respectful relationships with producers, regionality,
environmental protection, animal welfare, as well as the diversity of the members’ needs.
In addition to organic, regional and hand-produced food, we sell products that can be found
in traditional supermarkets, as well as special products requested by members. In order
to offer affordable but fair prices, MILA plans to reduce paid labor to the minimum
necessary. This is easily possible if all members work in the supermarket for three hours
every four weeks. At the same time, this strengthens the idea of MILA – as a social place
of doing business together, reviving the traditional meaning of the market as a place of
meeting and where everyone is welcome to participate. As a cooperative, MILA will belong
to its members and they can shape it themselves. MILA will be a self-organized space
where people work together on an equal footing. Decisions will rest democratically with all
cooperative members. According to the principle: one person – one vote. The amount of
the cooperative contribution will be staggered so that all interested people, regardless of
their own financial means, can participate.
For MILA to become a reality soon, it needs the commitment and enthusiasm of as many
people as possible. In order to support the foundation of the cooperative and to open the
participatory supermarket together, you can now become a member of MILA.
Here is the link to the MILA – participatory supermarket website: www.mila.wien/de/

© MILA Wien
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Garden of Diversity (Bio Forschung Austria)
In the "Garden of Diversity" of Bio Forschung Austria, interested parties can get to know
the amazing wealth of food plants. Around 200 different varieties of food plants of various
species can be admired here over the course of the year. In addition, species-rich meadows
and fallow land, hedges of native woods, deadwood objects, nesting aids and a newly
created wetland biotope form the basis for species diversity in a confined space. A special
highlight is also a visit to the root arena. Along a 3 m wide and 2.5 m deep glass pane the
root system of various plants can be observed. We invite you to get to know the secret
underground life! Let us inspire you!
European green toad biotope

At the end of November/beginning of December 2017, a wetland biotope was established
on the BFA site to support the green toad. This project was financed by the MA 22 and we
have documented for you how life in and around the pond (plants and animals) has
developed over the past year.
A review of the year 2018 can be found here:
https://www.bioforschung.at/biotop/biotop-2018/
Further information about the biotope and the green toad can be found here:
https://www.bioforschung.at/wechselkroetenbiotop-in-der-bio-forschung-austria/
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Gardening Event Calendar
Further education, guided tours, festivals, and much more – all about gardening
Events at Bio Forschung Austria:

bioforschung.at/events/
Workshops and Guided Tours at Schulgarten Kagran

www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/parks/schulgarten-kagran/Events/workshops/index.html
Workshops and Guided Tours at Blumengärten Hirschstetten
www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/parks/blumengaerten-hirschstetten/Events/workshops/index.html
Educational offers from „DIE UMWELTBERATUNG“ (Eco Counseling)

www.umweltberatung.at/bildungsangebote/bildungsangebote-die-umweltberatung
Events at Gartenpolylog

http://www.gartenpolylog.org/termine
Events at Natur im Garten

www.naturimgarten.at/Events
Events Calendar from the Gebietsbetreuungen Stadterneuerung (Urban Renewal Office)

www.gbstern.at/eventkalender/
Events Calendar from Lokale Agenda21

www.la21wien.at/kalender.html
Events Calendar from stadtlandwirtschaft.at

www.stadtlandwirtschaft.wien/Events
Event Calender from Natur im Garten

https://www.naturimgarten.at/Events/alle-Events.html
Event Calender from „Blühendes Österreich“

https://www.bluehendesoesterreich.at/naturerlebnisse

© Bio Forschung Austria
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Useful Links
•

www.biologisch-gaertnern.at
Information about organic gardening such as crop rotation, mulching, cutting &
care, and more,
Supply sources for organic seeds etc.
Database of products suitable for organic gardening, such as peat-free potting
soil, beneficial microbes, and more

•

www.garteln.info
Information on farming, diseases, mixed cultures, etc. for many crops
Seeding calendar, care and harvest of vegetables, berries, herbs & green manure

•

www.gartenleben.at
Consulation & Store for organic gardening
Organic gardening - CHECK App

•

www.bioinfo.at
Information of the AMA for organic gardening
Workshops, Tips & Tricks
Competition on tips & tricks for urban gardening

•

www.biolebensmittel.at
Information about organic produce, controlls and labels

•

Garden groups on Facebook
o Obst & Gemüse im Garten, alles aviable from der Aussaat bis zur Ernte
o Pflanzen,Garten Flohmarkt
o Igelschutz-Wildtiere in meinem Garten!
o Wir sind Garten – Tipps aviable from und für Hobbygärtner
o Permakultur lernen
o Permakultur
o Pflanzen bestimmen – in Haus und Garten
o Garten Ideen die Gruppe
o Ideen für Wohnen & Garten
o Urban Gardening in Wien
o Gärten Gestalten - Für Mensch und Natur
o Ökologisch Gärtnern
o Naturgartenforum
o and many more

© Bio Forschung Austria
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https://www.gbstern.at/sued/projekte/
Gemeinschaftsgarten Sonnenblume. Acessed 10 2020 available from
www.facebook.com/pages/Gemeinschaftsgarten-Sonnenblume/471378046328559
Gemeinschaftsgarten Wildbiene 19. Acessed 10 20020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-wildbiene-19
Grätzelgarten Azgersdorf. Acessed 10 2020 available from www.panamawien.at
Grätzlgarten 9. Abgerufen 10 2020 available from https://graetzlgarten9.weebly.com/
Grüne Baumscheiben - Garteln ums Eck. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.gbstern.at/themen-projekte/urbanes-garteln/garteln-ums-eck/
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Grünstück PEPH. Acessed 10 2020 available from www.facebook.com/PEPHinOttakring
GrünStattGrau. Acessed 10 2020 available from www.gruenstattgrau.at
Haschahof. Acessed 10 2020 available from http://www.haschahof.at/
Raised Beds im Grünen Durchgang. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.agendaalsergrund.at/blog-detail/schau-hin-mach-mit.html
Raised Beds im Josef-Strauß-Park. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.gbstern.at/news/garteln-im-park/
Interkultureller Garten - Bruno-Kreisky-Haus in Floridsdorf. Acessed 10 2019 available
from https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/interkulturelles-gartenprojekt-im-brunokreisky-haus-der-volkshilfe-wien
Interkultureller Gemeinschaftsgarten Grimmgasse. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/grimmgarten
Juchgarten Acessed 10 2020 available from https://juchgarten.wordpress.com/
Kirchenacker. Acessed 10 2020 available from www.kirchenacker.at &
www.facebook.com/kirchenacker/
Kistlgarten Badhausgasse. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/kistlgarten-badhausgasse
Kliebergarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from http://www.kliebergarte.at/
Kollerabi. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://kollerabi.fcoop.at
Contact Information-Garten im Einsiedlerpark Acessed 06 2020 available from
www.wiengestalten.at/Contact Informationgarten/
Kräutergarten im Arthaberpark. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.wien.gv.at/bezirke/favoriten/freizeit/kraeutergarten.html
Längenfeld – Garten - Gemeinschafts-Guerilla-Garten am Wienfluss. Acessed 10 2020
available from www.laengenfeldgarten.at
Lambertgarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/index.php/gartenprojekt/lambertgarten
Lokale Agenda 21 – Acessed 10 2020 available from www.la21wien.at &
www.la21wien.at/kalender.html
Lobauerinnen.Acessed 10 2020 available from www.lobauerinnen.at
LoryGartl. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/lorygartl
MA 42 Acessed 10 2020 available from https://www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/parks
Matznergarten. Abgerufen 10 2020 available from www.matznergarten.at
Mintzgarten. Abgerufen 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/mintzgarten
Nachbarschaftsgärten. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://www.gbstern.at/themenprojekte/urbanes-garteln/nachbarschaftsgaerten/
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Nachbarschaftsgarten Adolf-Loos-Gasse. Acessed 04 2020 available from
http://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/nachbarschaftsgarten-adolf-loos-gasse-einmobiler-garten-fuer-die-bewohnerinnen-der
Nachbarschaftsgarten am Broßmannplatz. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/nachbarschaftsgarten-am-brossmannplatz
Nachbarschaftgarten Beethafen. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-beethafen
Nachbarschaftsgarten Donaucity/Kaisermühlen. Acessed 10 2020 available from
www.nachbarschaftsgarten.at/ &
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/nachbarschaftsgarten-donaucitykaisermuehlen
Nachbarschaftsgarten Florasdorf. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/nachbarschaftsgarten-florasdorf
Nachbarschaftsgarten Heigerlein. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://www.partizipation.at/heigerlein.html
Nachbarschaftsgarten Hugo Wolf Park. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-hugo-wolf-park
Nachbarschaftgarten im Fritz-Immhoff Park. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://juvivo.at/juvivo06/tag/fritz-imhoff-park
Nachbarschaftsgarten im Helmut-Zilk-Park. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.gbstern.at/themen-projekte/stadtteilmanagement-inneubaugebieten/stadtteilmanagement-sonnwendviertel/
Nachbarschaftsgarten Loquaiplatz. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.gbstern.at/themen-projekte/miteinander-in-mariahilf/
Nachbarschaftsgarten Max-Winter-Platz. Acessed 09 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/nachbarschaftsgaertchen-max-winter-platz
Nachbarschaftsgarten Macondo. Acessed 10 2020 available from
www.nachbarschaftsgartenmacondo.blogspot.com und
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/nachbarschaftsgarten-macondo
Nachbarschaftsgarten Steinhagegarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gaertnern-und-bueffeln und
https://www.gbstern.at/sued/projekte/
Nachbarschaftsgarten Willergasse. Acessed 10 2020 available from
la21wien.at/projekte-detail/vom-zaubergarden-zum-nachbarschaftagartenwillergasse.html
Nachbarschaftsgarten Wohnprojekt. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://wohnprojekt.wien/
Nachbarschaftsgarten Zaunkönig. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/zaunkoenig-nachbarschaftsgarten und
https://nachbarschaftsgartenzaunkoenig.wordpress.com/
NaHe – Nachbarschaftsgarten Hetzendorf. Abgerufen 10 2020 available from
http://nahe.at/
Naschgarten – ein Garten zum Mitmachen. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.gbstern.at/themen-projekte/projektkarte/#nachbarschaftsgaerten
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NASCH Natur als Schule. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.naturalsschule.at/
Natur im Garten-Events. Acessed 10 2020 available from
www.naturimgarten.at/Events
Neu Marx Garten. Acessed 10 2020 available from http://www.neumarxgarten.at/
Nordfarmhof. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://www.gbstern.at/themenprojekte/stadtteilmanagement-in-neubaugebieten/stadtteilmanagementnordbahnviertel/garteln-im-viertel/
NOVAGarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.wiengestalten.at/novagarten/
Obdach und Bohnen. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/obdach-und-bohnen
Offener Gemeinschaftsgarten Zusammen wachsen. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.agendawähring.at/projekte-detail/zusammen-wachsengemeinschaftsgarten-leopold-rosenmayr-park.html
Öko - Ernteland Selbstanbauparzellen. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.kleingaertner.at/service/oeko-ernteland
Ökoparzellen der Stadt Wien - Gemüse selber kultivieren und ernten. Acessed 10 2020
available from https://www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/wald/parzellen.html
Operation Grüner Daumen Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.facebook.com/OperationGruenerDaumen
Ouvertura. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://www.ouvertura.at
PAN Gemeinschaftsgarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gemeinschaftsgarten-pan
Panama - Partizipativ Nachbarschaft machen. Acessed 10 2020 available from
www.panamawien.at
Paradeisgartl Donaufeld. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/paradeisgartl-donaufeld
Paradiesgartl Neue Lobau. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.agendadonaustadt.at/projekte-detail/paradiesgartl-neue-lobau.html
ParkGuEL – Garteln ums Eck am Laurentiusplatz. Acessed 10 2020 available from
wiengestalten.at/parkguel-garteln-ums-eck-am-laurentiusplatz/
PermaBlühGemüseGarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/permabluehgemuesegarten
Pflückgarten Haschahof. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.haschahof.at/pflueckgarten-mietgaerten/
Pioniergarten in der Pioniersiedlung. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://www.gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/pioniergarten-der-pioniersiedlung und
https://nachhaltig.at/pionier-oase/
Projekt Igor. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://igor-wien.at/
Schmelzgarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from www.freiraum-schmelz.at und
https://gartenpolylog.org/gardens/schmelzgarten
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Schraubenfabrik. Acessed 10 2020 available from http://www.schraubenfabrik.at/space/
Schule am Bauernhof. Acessed 10 2020 available from www.schuleambauernhof.at
Schwendermarkt. Acessed 10 2020 available from
gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/schwendermarkt und http://www.schwendermarkt.at
Seestadtgarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://picasso.arcadien.eu/
Selbsternte Hietzing & Mödling. Acessed 10 2020 available from www.natuerlichwild.at
Selbsterntegarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from www.selbsterntegarten.at
Sensengarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/sensengarten
Stadlandwirtschaft Wien Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://stadtlandwirtschaft.wien/ &
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=wien.stadtlandwirtschaft.stadtlandwirtsch
aft & www.stadtlandwirtschaft.wien/Events
Social Urban Gardenng. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.ots.at/presseaussendung/OTS_20150620_OTS0009/urban-gardeningneues-begruenungsprojekt-available from-und-mit-asylwerbern-bild
Sonnwendgarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://sonnwendgarten.at
Sophiengarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://sites.google.com/view/sophiengarten
Steinhagegarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/gaertnern-und-bueffeln
Terrassengarten Handelskai 214. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://wohnservicewien.at/aktuelles/aktuelles-detail/tag-der-offenen-gemeinschaftsgaerten-imgemeindebau
Tigergarten. Acessed 10 2020 available from und https://www.la21wien.at/projektedetail/tigergarten.html und https://www.facebook.com/ggjosefstadt
Wien.at - Liste der Wiener Märkte. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.wien.gv.at/freizeit/einkaufen/maerkte/lebensmittel/index.html
Wiener Stadtgäerten. Acessed 10 2020 available from
https://www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/parks/
Wohnpartner. Acessed 10 2020 available from https://www.wohnpartnerwien.at/zusammenleben/gaerten-garteln/ & https://www.wohnpartner-wien.at/ueberuns/Contact Information/
Wurzeln.Rossau. Acessed 10 2020 available from http://wurzelnrossau.blogspot.co.at/ &
https://gartenpolylog.org/gartenprojekt/wurzelnrossau
Zwischen(t)raum – Nachbarschaftsgarten auf Zeit. Acessed 10 2020 available from
http://www.gartenpolylog.org/index.php/gartenprojekt/zwischentraum
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